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The Trust
The Colchester and North East
Essex Building Preservation
Trust is a charity that was set
up in 1995 for the purpose of
acquiring historic buildings
‘at risk’, restoring and selling
them and using the proceeds to
acquire more buildings.
However, the trust also has a much wider brief and can
fund relevant research, publish conservation guidance
and books and raise funding for major projects. Building
preservation trusts exist across the UK to seek the
protection and restoration of our built heritage and are,
most often, registered charities which act for the benefit
of the local community. Importantly, they have access
to specialist sources of funding that is not available to
either a local authority or a private developer.
Our most recent work has involved the production
of the Colchester Shopfronts design guide, adopted
by Colchester Borough Council as a Supplementary
Planning Document, a report on the viability of saving
Birch Church, assisting a community group in Halstead
develop a vision for saving a unique collection of World
War II air raid shelters and launching an academic
award for conservation in association with the Anglia
Ruskin University.
We maintain an independent position on matters
of concern to us and are not aligned to and are not
dependent on funding by any external organisation.
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The Brief
The Balkerne Tower was effectively lost to the town
when it was sold in 1987. Subsequent owners have
attempted to find a suitable use or mix of uses but
all have failed either because of a lack of clarity over
financial viability or due to the refusal of planning
permission. Latest attempts to secure agreement on
the way in which Jumbo could be reused have been
rejected by Colchester Borough Council on grounds of
unacceptable harm to a structure that is now Grade II*
listed.
The brief for this appraisal is unusual in that a large part is
devoted to attaining a better understanding of the cultural
value of building. In most studies of this type the emphasis is
upon use, cost and economic end value but previous studies
have already exposed the substantial, negative reality of a
market-led approach. Therefore, we know before we begin that
the solution will invariably necessitate adopting an alternative
development solution.
This options appraisal is an independent exercise to look at
all practicable uses and development scenarios that might be
acceptable to stakeholders and potential investors and provide
guidance on the preferred outcomes. It includes the following
elements:
•• To understand and convey the social, economic and cultural
(as a designated heritage asset) potential of the Balkerne
Tower in its locational context. Such an understanding
should be derived, in part, from published and unpublished
studies and strategic plans.
•• To assess and depict options for the re-use of Jumbo
(including combinations of uses) that produce a balance of
adaptation/capital cost to sustainable economic return or
revenues, ie ‘low cost and low return/revenues’ to ‘high
cost and higher return/revenues’. This will include an
examination of a wide range of scenarios, from ‘minimal
intervention’ to ‘comprehensive development’. It will also
include a review of previous planning applications.
•• A prerequisite of this analysis will be that all selected
options should be capable of sustaining adequate income to
meet the on-going anticipated maintenance of the building
structure.
•• To provide an opinion of a preferred option that is based
upon the above and also its deliverability within an
acceptable timescale. This might be regarded as a costbenefit analysis.
The Balkerne Water Tower is referred to throughout this report by its
popular name, Jumbo.

Only 5.5% of all listed buildings are Grade II*.
These are regarded as particularly important
buildings of more than special interest.
- Historic England
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Conclusions
0.1 BACKGROUND
It could be said that Jumbo is symbolic of an age when most
public infrastructure, built for the benefit of the community,
was designed with unnerving confidence. The reality was in
fact a familiar story of public objections, poor cost control,
programme overrun and failure to meet objectives. To be fair,
the problems were eventually fixed and Jumbo played an
important part in bringing a reliable water supply to the town.
Jumbo is a triumph of form following function but of course,
our Victorian forbears could not resist adding embellishment
and so the tallest, Romanesque water tower with cupola,
cornice and triumphal arches was created. In fact, it is the
embellishment and the quality of its execution that elevates
Jumbo above what would otherwise possibly be, a rather large
but ordinary, redundant structure.
It continued to provide a water supply to the system until
1984 when it was declared redundant, 100 years after it was
completed. Since then, Jumbo has passed through the hands
of several owners, each of whom failed to secure a sustainable
future for the heritage asset that was first designated a
listed building in 1971 and upgraded to Grade II* in 2003. It
stands in the Town Centre Conservation Area and the Grade
I (and scheduled) Colchester Roman Wall and Grade I (and
scheduled) Balkerne Roman Gate are close by. The vibrant and
highly successful Mercury Theatre and Colchester Arts Centre
also lay adjacent.
0.2 THE VALUE OF JUMBO
Jumbo is largely intact although regrettably, the decorative
cornice above the water tank was removed 20 years after
being erected, possibly for practical reasons. Many other water
towers of this period have either been converted to other
uses or have been altered in such a way as to compromise
some of their special interest. The survival of the 19th century
pumping station at the bottom of Balkerne Hill adds further
evidential value to Jumbo.
Jumbo is without question, the most impressive and
important municipal water tower in England. In assessing
the significance of the various elements of the structure, set
against a comparative analysis of the typology, it is clear that
both the water tank and the open nature of the legs should be
retained, preserving its industrial character. These are rare and
significant features and indeed, the open leg design is one of
only a very small number of ‘open arch’ towers left.
0.3 Previously considered options
Historic planning applications to convert Jumbo have all
been refused and only one proposal later received permission
on Appeal. The last substantial submissions for planning
permission were made by the previous owner in 2009 and
2013 and included detailed reports from the project Architect,
historic buildings consultant and quantity surveyor. These
applications each proposed substantial alterations including
in the earlier application the removal of two walls of the

water tank. The decision issued for these proposals is so
fundamental to justify reiteration in this summary:
091305, R (2011)
‘The proposed alterations to the listed building, in particular the
removal of two sides of the water tank and the infilling of the legs
with glazing, would result in such serious harm to the character,
appearance and setting of the listed building as could not be
outweighed by the benefit of bringing the building into active use.
The infilling of the legs would harm the ambience of the vicinity
as enjoyed from close proximity to the building, blocking light and
glimpses through the structure. The infilling of the space between the
brick arched openings with a wall of glass behind which would sit
new usable residential and commercial floorspace will add a major
new phase of development to this important structure. These works
would significantly alter the industrial character of the building and
would introduce elements that detract from that strong character
by fundamentally altering Jumbo’s silhouette such as to harm its
structural elegance. These changes would also harm longer views of
the building. The removal of two sides of the tank walls would result
in irreversible damage to and the loss of original historic fabric and
harm longer views of the building. All of the works in combination
would result in a loss of sense of place and identity and cause
material harm to the special interest of this grade II* (star) listed
building that would not be outweighed by the benefit of bringing the
building into active use’.
and,
131020 R (2013)
‘The infilling of the important void between the corner piers of the
tower by the introduction of multiple stories of accommodation
with associated curtain planar glazing within each of the arched
openings, together with the removal of associated pipework would
serve to substantially harm the significance of the listed building and
detract materially from the character and appearance of the wider
conservation area, including the introduction of prominent and
intrusive light pollution’.
Our research and findings lead us to conclude that these
reasons for refusal were absolutely correct and the concerns
on which they are based still apply. Indeed, in our opinion, the
work we have done to put Jumbo in a comparative national
context convinces us that Jumbo is even more important
than perhaps many thought at the time when these planning
applications were determined.
These previous planning applications were each accompanied
by an options appraisal that considered a range of
development scenarios, including the chosen option that was
the subject of the respective application, and all would have
resulted in a very substantial, financial deficit were they ever
implemented. The supporting financial information inevitably
concluded that no option was financially viable and therefore
it seems clearly possible that any of the options would not
have been implemented had planning permission been
granted.
0.4 Our options - our approach
We have adopted a rather different approach in that in
recognition of the key interest and historic value of the
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building, and the open legs and the water tank in particular,
our options all minimise alteration and the degree of
conversion. No new floor levels are inserted and the key
features remain intact. However, our compromises have been
to utilise part or all of the ground floor space beneath Jumbo
and to install a scenic lift or additional staircase or both depending upon the option.
Reducing the degree of conversion and alteration minimises
the cost of the works and we have also determined that as no
purely commercially derived development scheme would
ever realise a financial return on capital, the solution will
have to be a grant funded development model. The potential
for grant assistance is good but only a charity or not-forprofit organisation would qualify. This therefore has become
an alternative delivery scenario that we believe is both
achievable and of great potential benefit to the Borough.
This development model is by no means unusual and has
proved to be successful on many similar and complex
conservation challenges throughout England. They range
in scale from a few tens of thousands of pounds in value to
many millions1. Our aim therefore was to create options that
suggest uses and activities that can qualify for grant funding.
It is potentially possible to fund all of the options for any
combination of uses by any development vehicle by utilising
the provisions within government guidance in regard to
enabling development (ED). However, any proposal of this
nature would have to clearly demonstrate that enabling
development was the only available, gap-funding option
and the amount was the minimum necessary to secure the
preservation of the heritage asset.
It is reasonable to believe that a purely private initiative
that relied upon ED would fail to satisfy this test as there
does appear to be an alternative that is explained within
this study. Whilst charitable models of delivery vary they
have a commonality in that they are generally eligible for
grant assistance. Such grants are considered in a highly
competitive environment and it is by no means certain that a
restoration and development project for Jumbo undertaken
by a qualifying organisation could generate sufficient
funding that is necessary. However, the road map to a
successful project of this type is well known as it has been
rehearsed by hundreds of similar ventures within the UK
using a combination of inventive and more obvious funding
methods.
The fact that Jumbo has a high-status level of legal protection
combined with the fact that it is on the national Buildings
at Risk Register somewhat improves the chance of winning
some grant assistance. Certainly, it is a building that several
key organisations would be keen to see removed from the
Register.
The single, most substantial source of funding is likely to
be the Heritage Lottery Fund which allocates more than
£400 million annually. It is common to utilise a cocktail of
funding sources for conservation projects of this scale with
a wide range of funding organisations contributing varying
amounts. By doing so, the perceived ‘risk’ is shared and
over-reliance upon one source is minimised.
It is possible that the mix may require a top up via an

The site hoarding that once surrounded the base of Jumbo, pending
development.

enabling development initiative but this is very much a
contribution of last resort and could only be considered
after formal offers and possible rejections have been
assessed.

THE OPTIONS
Unlike previous exercises to ascertain the available
options for Jumbo we have not included a ‘do nothing’
option as we do not believe this is either palatable or
justifiable to the Colchester community. The building has
stood empty and neglected for far too long. Instead, we
believe the circumstances are right to take the initiative
and seek a solution that is both sustainable and of value
to Colchester.
The study has looked at a limited palette of uses and
combination of uses that appeared to offer either
maximum benefit to the community and local economy
or generate sufficient value to work alongside a less
traditional development process. The possible impact
of any use upon the character and appearance of the
heritage asset was also a major consideration.
The result of this exercise is a collection of 7 options
although in practice, there are 4 themes:
•• full restoration without a formal end use at this time
•• public facility with or without catering
•• high level restaurant
•• residential
Looking at each of these use options and weighting their
viability for grant funding, deliverability and economic
sustainability whilst also minimising harm to the
physical asset, we concluded as follows:
option 1 - adjournment
Option 1 suggests that Jumbo could be fully restored
at high level to ‘permanently postpone the future
requirement for major repairs’. Access into Jumbo
would not be improved and nor would the lower, easily
accessible levels be restored. But the consequence of this
option is that the physical condition and appearance
of the landmark would largely be brought back to a
restored state that would mean that no immediate and
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final decision need be made on its future. This strategy
buys time to either allow the commercial market in
Colchester to improve to the point where grant assistance
for other works would not be required or for the ideal use
and user to come forward that has not yet been identified,
although it is difficult to see what this might be.
The cost of fully restoring the upper levels would be
considerable but is urgently required in any event. If these
works were not undertaken by the present owner using
private funding it would require a transfer of title to a notfor-profit or charitable organisation which is eligible for
grant assistance for such works. This organisation would
thereafter take responsibility for looking after the building
and could possibly, gradually, cultivate public knowledge
of the structure through low-key, organised visits, virtual
interpretation and archive development.
Opportunities to generate income would be virtually nil
and the custodian organisation would have to insure the
structure and carry out annual maintenance. A drawback
of this option is its eligibility for grant funding in that
without an end use, grant giving organisations may
be reluctant to participate or at least, the level of grant
would be curtailed. Making up the shortfall via enabling
development could be an option and this may also
deliver a revenue fund to take care of annual costs until a
conversion project gets underway.
However, this would be in practice a complicated option
to realise that offers no guarantee that an end use will
eventually be found which would put in place a more
sustainable solution to this conservation problem.
option 2 - public monument
Option 2 is similar to the museum Option 3 but represents
a more ambitious conversion and fit-out with enhanced
public facilities and a wider range of things happening
within the building. It would therefore be more costly
to implement. We envisage it being run on a semicommercial basis but did not operate for profit. The
‘walk the edge’ experience where people could traverse
around a 1m wide access gallery (the lower walkway) and
experience the excitement of being at height whist seeing
for several miles in every direction could be a feature that
created a tourist pull. This may also be the case in having
an abseiling experience from the same gallery and the
sight of the adventurous getting down the tower the quick
way would also produce additional activity and spectator
interest within the public realm.
There is however an unavoidable gap (we think) in the
cost of running this multi-faceted facility and likely
income from ticket sales. Our research of potential funding
sources has not included a search for possible revenue
grants per se but we are aware that some schemes do exist.
Notwithstanding the above, a problem with both Option
2 and 3 is that neither allow for full disability access to
the upper levels and visitor numbers would be limited to
around 10 per supervised session.
option 2a - cultural venue with
restaurant and hire space
Option 2a is a refinement of Option 2 that addresses these
negative aspects. By including an enclosed stair tower and
lift to the upper levels the allowable number of people on
the upper levels could increase to around 120, making the

use far more viable as a visitor attraction. This justifies
greater investment on the upper level facilities that in
this option includes a flexible fit-out to allow use as hire
space that would work alongside the interpretation and
education elements of the project.
The attraction of the proposal is further improved by
constructing a 40 cover restaurant (approx.) on the ground
floor which can also serve the hire space above when
required. It seems possible for the dining to spill out on
the South side of the tower in fine weather, further adding
to its appeal.
An additional benefit of this option is that it may well
deliver a greater number of desirable outcomes for
Colchester that dovetail with current planning and
economic development policies, and it is possibly the
more straightforward proposal to fund in that it could
more readily meet funders’ objectives.
option 3 - museum
The Balkerne Tower Trust have done more than any
organisation to promote the sensitive re-use of Jumbo
for public benefit. They have maintained a watchful eye
on the plight of the building and pressed the Borough
Council into taking action on several occasions. But it is
not for this reason that we have shown a museum option
in this study. It is there because it stands up to scrutiny
when adjusted in the way we have described in this
report, namely, that the fabric is restored to the extent and
to the same high standard as all the other options using a
package of grant and subsidy and a new lobby is installed
at the base of the stair core to allow for greater flexibility
of management.
There is however a concern that the cost of annual
maintenance could not be met from ticket and other
sales - made worse because we have recommended that
for all options, car parking should not occur outside of
the building footprint even though this forms a part of
the BTT Business Plan. A solution could perhaps be as
for Option 1, by permitting a small amount of enabling
development in order to build up a financial reserve to
cushion a low-key museum from revenue uncertainties.
OPTION 4 - high level restaurant
The proposal for a high level restaurant is an attractive
option as it would be a highly significant venue for
the town centre that would add to the diversity of A3
(restaurants and cafes) uses already there. It was not long
ago that the town centre was fast becoming a monoculture of fast food outlets and bars that targeted a very
narrow section of the community. Things have since
changed and recent investment has been more diverse in
orientation - Tymperley’s restaurant is a case in point.
Were this development option chosen, grant assistance
possibly aided by a small commercial loan would be
needed to create the kitchen within the water tank, install
other back-of-house facilities, ventilation, fume scrubbing
and extraction systems and to convert the Engineer’s
Room into a space suitable for a restaurant. This may
involve raising the floor in part or creating mezzanine
areas to allow views out through the brick arcading when
seated. Whereas it is sometimes the tenant’s responsibility
to undertake the fit out of the kitchen and restaurant, we
have been advised64 that in this case these works should
be done by the building owner/head leaseholder. Final
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fit-out that includes loose fittings and decoration would be
the responsibility of the tenant.
Whilst there are notable advantages of this option the
principal draw-back is that access to the tower would be
available only for customers, or by special arrangement,
narrowing the opportunities for interpretation and
education. This could well present concerns in any grant
application to the Heritage Lottery Fund that prove
difficult to resolve.
OPTIONS 5 & 6 - residential
The residential options present a serious uncertainty of
deliverability as grant rules invariably mean that the
heritage asset cannot be sold without repayment of grants.
Further, were enabling development necessary for these
options, and we think it could be, the scheme could well
fall foul of the criteria for ED65 that says that the amount of
subsidy needed via enabling development should be the
minimum necessary to secure the heritage asset.
Other options we have looked at would be less costly,
have a smaller impact upon the character and appearance
of the building and deliver greater social, economic and
cultural benefits and for these reasons, Options 5 and 6 are
not recommended.
0.5 OUR RECOMMENDED OPTIONS
This options appraisal is a broad examination of a limited
set of issues and there remain numerous questions and
avenues of further enquiry. This is what we expected at
the outset as further studies would always be necessary
to drill down to the detail of a specific idea (or ideas)
sufficient to be absolutely confident that the concept was
financially sound and sustainable and met the specific
stakeholders objectives.
At this stage we are not able to focus upon a single,
preferred option but instead recommend that both Option
2a and Option 4 are taken forward to the feasibility stage
of further project development. This need not be a drawn
out process as it may become clear following further
approaches to grant giving organisations that there is a
greater chance of funding one option over the other. If
this proves to be the case the remaining option would be
pursued to the next stage.
0.6 delivery of the recommended options
Whilst elements of the recommended options are
commercial in nature, such as the restaurant and the
hire space, the overall project could not be realised by
any company or organisation that could not access grant
assistance for the capital cost of the works. It is possible
but not feasible to expect a purely private venture to
rely upon securing enabling development as other, less
demanding options for delivery exist that would minimise
any call for cross-subsidy via development that does not
adhere to the site allocation plan of the local authority.
Most grant giving organisations require that funding
recipients have a secure interest in the land (freehold or
long lease) and have a charitable purpose. Some flexibility
exists within some organisations so that not-for-profit
companies are eligible and the Heritage Lottery Fund
itself has a funding stream that can accommodate private/
charity partnerships. However, the further the delivery

model strays away from the most commonly accepted
model, the more limited the range of grant sources are
likely to become.
It is for this reason that our preference is for a charity or a
company with a charitable purpose to deliver the project.
Securing Jumbo by transfer of the freehold would be
preferable as grant giving bodies sometimes require a ‘first
charge’ on the site. Complications can arise when more
than one organisation wish theirs to be the first charge but
this can usually be resolved by negotiation. A lease, even
a long one, introduces some uncertainty when so many
grant organisations and often, competing grant rules are
having to be resolved.
Were outright purchase by agreement possible, the
amount paid can be grant aided provided it follows an
independent valuation of the asset.
Notwithstanding the above, many projects are successfully
developed via a lease and were this to be offered, a period
of not less than 100 years would be needed with an
ability to offer sub-leases without a requirement to seek
freeholder consent. The issue here would be the ability
to demonstrate simplicity and proof of autonomy of site
development and management.
If agreement to sell or lease is not obtained the practical
alternative would be for the local authority to acquire
Jumbo by compulsory purchase in a back-to-back deal
with a charitable developer.
The delivery of a project for Jumbo or at least, the
improvement of the setting of Jumbo may well be
enhanced now that the Arts Council England have
approved Stage 1 of a grant application package for
the Mercury Theatre. This is to develop audience and
production facilities whilst also creating a learning and
participation centre that will help to extend its educational
and community work and is part of an £8.8m project that
is intended for completion by 2020.
This project could well enhance the prospects for linking
the spaces around Mercury Theatre and the Arts Centre
with the spaces around Jumbo where a variety of publicfacing activities could take place, including exhibitions
and performance art.
In conclusion, we are reasonably confident that the town
could realise a fully restored Jumbo containing uses that
are regarded as beneficial and attractive if the scheme
receives the support and cooperation of the building
owner and Colchester Borough Council.
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Colchester Town Centre Conservation Area with
Jumbo to the West
not to scale

An area of public space laid to grass with trees and seating
abuts the site to the south. To the west is the Mercury Theatre
and on the north side is the 3- storey, Parsley House, sheltered
housing scheme. There are a number of interesting listed
buildings close to the site.
This area is separated from the main retail core of the town
centre by two short lanes lined with historic buildings in
various uses. It is also separated from the town to the west by
a dual carriageway that, fortunately, is at a lower level and
therefore does not intrude. Annexed as such, it is a quieter
location than the frantic vibrancy of the High Street and is a
place where people could come to sit and relax.

Whilst separate to the High Street Jumbo is nevertheless a dominant
influence upon the character of the town centre
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The cultural
significance of Jumbo
2.1 Its history
The local history of the incremental improvement of water
supply in Colchester is a convoluted and interesting one
which is inextricably linked to the expansion of the town, the
concern for public health and the leadership of key figures.
These factors come together around 1880 when the Council,
who had recently purchased the former, waterworks company,
resolved…….’in the opinion of the meeting, the requirements
of the town in the matter of water supply can only be met by
a Water Tower and Tank of sufficient capacity to ensure, by
means of the existing wells and pumps, a constant supply to
consumers and provision of adequate storage for extinction of
fire’.2

The name Jumbo was coined by the Rev.
J. Irvine, Rector of St Mary’s-at-theWalls who protested in the press that…
’if they do not desire for all time to block
the extension of our noble High Street
to the West; if they would be spared the
painful reverberations of St Peter’s bells
against this “Jumbo’….3
In practice, this resolution would prove to be impossible to
fulfil as the existing artesian well and steam pump that was
used to raise water from the bottom of Balkerne Hill to the
small reservoir close to the site of where the Mercury Theatre
stands today were of inadequate design and capacity to
service the rest of the infrastructure. It was not until a new
pump house was built in 1894 and the artesian well extended,
that Jumbo was more or less able to operate as intended4.
Jumbo remained in operation until 1984.
The water tower rises to a height of almost 40m and consists
of a cast iron water tank of 230,000 gallon capacity measuring
16m by 16m by 4m high which is supported by a brick
superstructure comprising four legs and a central brick shaft
containing a spiral staircase. The water tank is covered by a
copper clad pyramidal roof which is topped by a cupola.
There have been various alterations to the structure since
it was first built but none so substantial as to undermine or
diminish its significance. The alterations are all historic, rather
than recent and occurred in relation to the original cornice
above the water tank, the change of roof material, the addition
of the external walkways, the insertion of tie bars to the water
tank and the relocation of the cast iron railings from the
nearby reservoir to between the legs of Jumbo.

2.2 Its heritage value
Jumbo is a Grade II* listed structure which was added to the
statutory list on 2nd December 1971, initially at Grade II. The
listing description for the building is:
Water Tower. Dated 1882 and opened 1883. Charles Clegg C.E.
Borough Surveyor and Engineer. Red Brick with iron water tank.

Approx. 110 feet high in Romanesque Revival ‘Campanile’ style.
Square plan. 4 corner piers with flared coursed bases and corner
pilasters with coved capitals. Piers have flying buttresses and pipes
to the inside. Connecting each pier is a tall rounded arch (approx. 70
feet high) with moulded architrave. Above these, a course of brackets
link the pilaster capitals, above which a second course of brackets are
directly below the cast iron water tank. Copper pyramid roof capped
by lantern and weather vane. Decorative cast iron spiral stair in
roof. Central service pier with flared coursed base.
Arched entrance to service tower with deep moulded terra cotta
surround. Above this, a terra cotta plaque that reads ‘WATER
TOWER 1882’. Small arched openings to each storey of core tower,
blind to north and south and open to east and west. Stone dedication
plaque reads ‘BALKAN WATER TOWER This edifice was dedicated
to the public use on the 27th of September 1883’. HISTORY: The
Balkerne Water Tower, commonly known as ‘Jumbo,’ was built
on a site adjacent to the early-C19 reservoir. In 1882 the town
waterworks were taken over by the Corporation who built the Water
Tower that was opened in 1883. Construction required 1.25 million
bricks and 142 tons of iron to support the tank that can hold 230,000
gallons of water. It was decommissioned in the 1980s and permission
had been granted for a residential conversion scheme at the time of
reassessment (2003).
This statutory description can be supplemented by further
remarks from English Heritage, as follows:
A monumental Romanesque composition, the Balkerne Water
Tower is, with the Town Hall, one of Colchester’s most conspicuous
landmarks……… The Roman form of the building was presumably
suggested by its proximity to the Roman, Balkerne Gate6.
The exceptional architectural and historic interest of the building
is reflected in its listing at Grade II*. It is a startlingly ambitious
manifestation of the 19th century concern to provide good public
water supplies. The colossal structure required to supply the town
with water was built as a Romanesque tower of monumental
character, the design of which transcends the building’s utilitarian
purpose. As a landmark rising above Colchester the tower has
become one symbol of the town’s identity.7
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Features of the building
that define it
3.1 Construction

The design and construction of Jumbo
was a local project that was both
ambitious and innovative. This was, first
and foremost, an engineering project
to solve an infrastructure deficiency
that was overlaid with architectural
embellishment.
The result is a masterpiece of expression of civic advancement
but it is the components that make up Jumbo, the method of
assembly and the final composition that is of particular interest
to us in this report. The Morton Partnership (Conservation
Engineers), engaged to assess the condition of the structure in
2009, described the structure of Jumbo, as follows:
‘The legs, on plan, are L-shaped with either brick arches or diagonally
placed iron beams spanning between to stiffen and provide lateral
restraint. The use of arches or beams depended on whether pipes were
extending up at these positions. The external faces of the legs rake
out over the bottom 5.5m and are shown on the original construction
drawings to continue corbelling out below ground level for a further
2.0m to the foundation.
The central stair core similarly rakes out from a wall thickness of
approximately 0.9m at 5.5m to 1.9m at ground level and 3.0m wide
at foundation level. The foundation, itself is shown as a concrete raft
of 2.1m thickness generally but with an increased thickness under
the central core of 3.0m to accommodate the weight of a significant
portion of the tank when in use. The raft foundation is not unusual
for this period and is similar to that beneath the larger Victoria Tower
at The Palace of Westminster.

The water tank. Constructed entirely of cast iron it was assembled
as a series of horizontal panels with flanged joints. The walls were
stabilised with triangular braces and tie rods (now removed).
Approximately 230,000 gallons of water could be stored.
Drawing courtesy, AOC Archaeology Group
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Section through the upper levels showing the
triangular bracing within the water tank and the
roof structure supported on steel columns. The
staircases are omitted for clarity.

Water Tank

Engineers Room

The water tank itself is constructed of cast iron with the external
walls consisting of common panels 610mm high x 1530mm long.
The tank is six panels high and the plate appears to be approximately
15 - 20mm thick. The panels are bolted to each other along their
horizontal and vertical flanges.
Each wall is braced by six cast iron triangular frames which are
bolted or riveted to the floor and wall respectively. Each frame is
itself formed of the three castings bolted together through their
flanges. Externally, at the same position, face iron brackets support
the external walkway around the roof eaves. A second walkway, at
the level of the bottom of the water tank exists and is reached by a
ladder from the upper walkway. This appears from the drawings to be
supported on cantilevered iron brackets which are built in under the
edge of the tank.
There were originally a number of wrought iron ties across the width
of the tank tying opposite walls or tying the external walls to the
central core and used to provide additional lateral restraint against
the pressure from water in the tank. In fact it would appear that the
ties were a precaution added subsequent to the original design due to
concerns raised about the tank and its failure.
When the Water Tower was decommissioned some 30 years ago, a
local religious group took ownership and the ties were removed to
allow full use of the tank for meetings. There are numerous pipes
throughout the tanks. There are also a number of iron ‘steels’ which
we believe were used to support the tie bars at third points of their
span. There are four cruciform section iron columns around the
central stair and further similar columns to the periphery which
support the roof trusses. The roof is formed of two principal queen
post trusses with half trusses coming off at right angles to the queen

posts and also to the hips. The top chord of the two main trusses
supports the structure of the raised timber roof light.
All principal joints and splices of the trusses are strengthened
with iron straps. The principal rafters of the trusses support three
purlins which in turn support the common rafters with benching
and a copper sheet covering over. At the eaves the rafter feet are
supported on a timber plate spanning between truss tie beams with
intermediate support being taken from blocking pieces off the top of
the triangular frames. This means that very little load is transmitted
to the walls.
The floor to the tank appears, from the underside, to also be cast
iron plate and internally this has been screeded over. The tank floor
is supported on four deep principal wrought iron angle and plate
riveted girders spanning from the north and south external walls
onto the central core. From these secondary beams, which are cast
iron, span to the east and west external walls. Centrally to each
elevation two further secondary beams span to the central core
structure. The structure to the service floor is similarly supported on
a series of iron beams, shown on the drawings at 275mm deep and
with deep timber planks spanning between to act as flooring.’8
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Elements of the building
Existing North elevation
(iron railings omitted)
42.5 m
weather vane: cast iron
with gilding
cupola: timber frame,
render with copper roof
main roof: timber trusses
with copper
upper walkway: steel
and iron, added 1908
water tank: cast iron.
230,000 gallon capacity
lower walkway: steel
and iron, added 1894
Engineer’s Room:
red brick with
Coreshill sandstone
embellishments9.
Concrete floor above
steel beams.
‘legs’: red brick with
Coreshill sandstone
embellishments
stair core: red brick
with Coreshill
sandstone string course9
base: red brick with
Coreshill sandstone
string course

Builder
H. Everett and Son, Colchester
Water tank and staircases
AG. Mumford, Colchester
(tank panels actually cast in Newcastle)
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3.2 External interest
The structure is of square plan with four corner piers with
splayed coursed bases. These piers have corner pilasters rising
with coved capitals which connect with tall round headed
arches - each with a moulded architrave. Above these, the
first course of brackets links with the pilaster capitals and the
second course of brackets sit directly below the cast iron water
tank. Both are separated by a flat band of terracotta detailing.
The tank is topped with a copper pyramidal roof capped by a
timber cupola and weather-vane.
The central service core is also flared at its base with an arched
entrance with a deep surround – the original door is no longer
in place. The plaque above reads “Water Tower 1882” and the
service pier has small arched openings to each level. Another
stone dedication plaque reads:

BALKAN WATER TOWER
This edifice was dedicated to public use
on the 27th day of September 1883
The combination of the four ‘legs’ or piers, separated by
the high level arched brick arches result in a lightness and
elegance to the structure that is in contrast to other, large water
towers. The inter-visibility through the arched piers is an
important aspect of the building’s architectural character.
There existed a decorated eaves cornice around the top of
the water tank when originally constructed but this feature
was removed in 1908 apparently due to a concern as to its
structural stability.
It has been reported that the tie rods and cast iron roundels
were added to the tank in an attempt to strengthen it,
following concern immediately after the Colchester earthquake
of 1884 (1 year after the dedication of Jumbo). However, a
drawing (opposite) within the 1884 edition of The Engineer
clearly shows these in place together with the original,
decorative cornice. Note also, the cast iron railings in the
foreground that ran alongside the old reservoir that became
redundant circa 1950 when the contract to supply water to
British Rail came to an end. Some of the railings were later
adapted and re-used to enclose the area at the base of Jumbo
on new, low brick walls, around the time the Mercury Theatre
was constructed (1972).10
The original clay tile roof was replaced with copper in 1947
following concern that the stored water was being polluted by
‘rusty nails falling into the tank’.11 This does seem an unlikely
reason as while ferrous tile nails do rust they tend to do so
above the tile layer where they oxidise in the air and tend not
to drop through the roof layer. More likely is that the plain
clay tiles were laid on battens fixed to the rafters without the
timber boarding that exists today and without a lime mortar
flaunching bed and this allowed a greater movement of air
through the tile layer depositing detritus, sand, grit and insects
into the tank that must have been a far more alarming problem
to the water engineers. Alternatively, the concern may have
simply been about the public risk of loose tiles falling to the
ground.
The cupola is a square structure with glazed windows in
each elevation and rendered walls painted white but the
original appearance had (possibly false) timber framing with
diagonal braces infilled with unpainted render. The cupola is
surmounted by a copper clad roof with a gilded wind vane
depicting the elephant, Jumbo.

1884. Note the decorative cornice above the water tank and the cast iron railings
around the reservoir, relocated to the base of Jumbo circa 1960.
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External interest lies in the entirety of its composition and
appearance, its scale and its location in the context of other
heritage assets. Whilst changes to its external appearance have
occurred these are quite minor in relation to the structure as a
whole and do not detract from the impact Jumbo has within
the landscape.

3.3 Internal Interest
As one can imagine with any engineering structure, beyond
the external nod to fashion and architecture, the interior is
purely functional. There is no superfluous decoration. Whilst
the cast iron spiral staircase (1882) by the Mumford foundry is
unnecessarily elaborate, this is simply the stylistic preference
of the time of an item that was possibly a standard, catalogue
item (see the Historic Building Recording Report, AOC
Archaeology Group 2005).

3.4 How it worked
Water has to be stored prior to treatment and/or distribution
to the customer and the two main storage components are the
water tower and service reservoir. Water towers were placed
at a high point within the area of supply in order to provide
the necessary pressure to move the water by gravity to the
customer. Water towers consist of a sub-structure which would
have been made of various materials which changed over time
- brick, iron frames, and since the 1930s, reinforced concrete.
As well as providing support for the tank the sub-structure
would also contain a working area, pumps, access to the tank
and even accommodation for the engine-man.12

As part of the improvements of 1894 new flow and return
mains were installed into the water tank from the pump house
and these can be observed today within the northwest, internal
corner of the legs. the original set are still located within the
opposite leg. The pressure of the water held within the tank13
Flow and return pipes and control valves are suitably scaled
would be maintained as far as possible by pumping fresh
for their purpose and where these remain, are impressively
‘industrial’ in their character. These pipes run the height of the water into the tank when demand made the storage level fall.
structure up to the tank level. There are two sets of these which Valves within the Engineer’s Room made it possible to control
represent firstly, the original arrangement when the tower was the rate of flow into and out of the tank. These systematic
improvements eventually resulted in 95% of households
first commissioned and a second set that were added when a
within the town being supplied with constant (as opposed to
new, higher capacity steam pump was installed within the
intermittent, as had been the case) potable water.14
supply network that could cope with the increased demand
for potable water (see below, 3.4 How it worked).
Note: The Pump House remains but without its engine and chimney
An iron and timber floor below the tank, known at some
stack and is listed Grade II. Owned by Anglian Water, it was
towers as the ‘Engineer’s Room’, is undivided but the brick
converted to offices in the 1980’s but is currently vacant. It also is
staircase core runs through the space. Light and ventilation
awaiting restoration.
is through two rows of brick arcading, one above the other.
These arches are deep and add to the perception of scale and
firmness. The space has very deep section iron beams above
that support the considerable weight of the water tank.
The tank itself is constructed of flanged, iron plates in a
coursed pattern that are bolted together. Triangular iron
frames provide lateral support.
The central access stair rises through the tank in a circular, cast
iron enclosure of similar construction to the tank.
The roof over the tank is pyramidal in form and supported
on queen post trusses, which in turn are supported on 16 no.
cruciform columns fixed to the tank floor. The roof is therefore
supported independently of the tank walls. The roof is
boarded internally.
An open cast iron spiral staircase rises from the top of the tank
level , through the roof void, up to the cupola, above.
Above
An original, ink drawing showing the engineering features for the
supply, storage and distribution of water.
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How it worked
Water was drawn up from an artesian well under the Pump House
(located at the bottom of Balkerne Hill) and pumped to the top of the
water tank of Jumbo. Water was then distributed to the surrounding
homes and businesses under the pressure of gravity.

w

E

Balkerne Hill

Artesian bore
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The building in
a wider landscape
4.1 Its contribution to
the Conservation Area
Jumbo is located within the Colchester Town Centre
Conservation Area which was first designated in 1968.
The importance of Jumbo in the townscape is described in the
Colchester Town Centre Conservation Area Appraisal (2007)
This document provides an overview of the historic
development of Colchester and the character and appearance
of the conservation area but has not been formally adopted by
CBC. The appraisal notes that Jumbo dominates this part of
the conservation area and the western part of Colchester more
generally. Its size means that Jumbo is a prominent element in
the town centre’s skyline. It forms an integral part of the town
centre, contrasting with smaller scale development of varying
periods as part of a complex, visual experience. Although not
all buildings within the vicinity of Jumbo contribute positively
to the conservation area, they do combine to provide a rich
and complex townscape which is representative of the area’s
layered historic development that stretches back 2000 years.

The trees and soft landscaping nearby
help to soften the urban character
of the public realm and enhances
the appearance of this part of the
conservation area.

More importantly, the immediate area is used as an ‘urban
island’ and a transition point between the retail core and
the residential town to the west. It is a place through which
people pass, mainly on foot although the detailed design
of the public realm does not necessarily encourage them to
stop and look up to appreciate the domination of the skyline
by the tower. Of smaller scale and therefore, perhaps, more
visually-accessible are the handful of historic buildings
nearby:
The Balkerne Gate
Grade I listed structure and Scheduled Ancient Monument
that lies to the west. It is a ruin of Roman origin and
the only remaining gateway in the town wall. It is of
considerable, national historic importance;
Colchester Town Wall
a scheduled monument to the west of Jumbo. It is part of
Colchester’s Roman fortifications and is of considerable,
national, historic importance;
The Hole in the Wall Public House
a Grade II listed building directly adjacent to the Balkerne
Gate and Colchester Town Wall. It is significant for being
structurally connected to the visible remains of the Roman
town wall.
Mercury Theatre
Undesignated Heritage Asset (Colchester Local List).
Theatre, by Norman Downie Associates, 1970-2. Bronze
figure of Mercury on the roof. An original design by a local
firm of architects, who were later commissioned to design a
similar theatre in Salisbury, Wiltshire.

The unremarkable, traffic orientated, public realm fails
to reflect the value the town places upon these adjacent,
heritage assets.
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4.2 Viewed from
its surroundings
At nearly 40m high and sited on the higher ground that the
Romans’ chose for their first town in Britain around 40AD,
Jumbo can be seen from miles around. Approaching by train
or car in most directions, the distinctive shape can be picked
out from the few, competing tall buildings that mark the
town centre within the landscape.
Closer to the town centre, Jumbo reveals more with colour,
shape and shadow contributing to its interpretation. A full
appreciation of its scale eludes the viewer until the town
walls are reached. Then, its impact upon buildings and spaces
and the incongruity of its design set against the surrounding,
domestic-scaled architecture becomes very evident.
These qualities are of significant interest as not only does it
help to reinforce the iconic and emblematic status of Jumbo, it
helps guide any consideration of future alteration.

From rail Station
From rail line
(2.5km away)
1km radius

From a133
(5km away)
1km radius

From brightlingsea
(11km away)
A selection of views of Jumbo from its surroundings.
not to scale
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Far away
•• Cupola, roof and tank: Distinctive outline visible from
distant vantage points including approach to town from the
railway. ‘Italianate’ outline.
•• Sky visible through open legs from some key vantage
points.
•• Colour - main green roof dominates. From ESE to WSW red
tank and its very matt finish is highly apparent.
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Within neighbourhood
(100 - 200m distant)
•• Cupola, roof and tank - visible above houses and buildings
within St Mary’s and most importantly, from the High
Street
•• Brick corbels, modelling, shadows and arched, ventilation
‘windows’ at Engineer’s Room level .
•• Sky visible through open legs from High Street.
•• Tank ironwork details becoming visible. Maintenance
walkways visible from base of Jumbo.
•• Colour - green, verdigris roofs dominate
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Within immediate vicinity
•• Brickwork elements - viewed from Balkerne Gardens/
Mercury Theatre/ Balkerne Gate. Open legs and scale
of structure most apparent. More strongly ‘Italianate’
viewed from around the base.
•• Sky visible through open legs.
•• Tank ironwork details visible.
•• Colour - monochrome red brickwork dominates. Roof
mainly hidden by perspective.

Close to
•• Brickwork surfaces and ‘modelling’, shadows. Sloping
base brickwork.
•• ‘Freestanding’ stair core.
•• Openness of base. Cast iron railings.
•• Large, vertical pipes.
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Similar structures
and other comparisons
5.1 Comparative analysis is of interest as it will help to place
the value or importance of Jumbo in a wider context. This
is another tool for our assessment of its significance and
determination of its key features in comparison to other water
towers of similar type. It has been a desktop exercise with all
the limitations that this involves. It is presented as an overview
of the most representative (mainly C19th) water tower types
that remain in England. The list is a summary of findings
with general remarks that may help in reaching research
conclusions.
The earliest known example of a water tower in Britain is the
Water House of c1732 at Houghton Hall in Norfolk.

Listed Grade II*
Not comparable with Jumbo but shown to illustrate the
refined, classical style that completely camouflages the
function.
The water tower at the former, Royal Naval dockyard,
Plymouth was built 1758-1780 and is….’unusually early
precursor of the water towers that appeared in increasing
numbers for communal water supply of towns, hospitals etc
from the mid C19.’16

Above
Norton water tower, Cheshire
Public, tower type

Total number of
Statistics

Number of Grade II*
listed, water towers
in England (2013)

Total number of
listed public supply
water towers in
England (2013)

321

5

40

Total number of
listed, Victorian
water towers with
open legs

Total number of
Grade II* listed
public supply water
towers in England
(2013)

Total number of
intact, Grade II*
listed public supply
water towers in
England (2013)

4

2

1

listed, water towers
in England (2013):
approx.
17

Listed Grade II*
Again, not comparable but shown to illustrate another,
‘historic’ style that disguises the purpose of the structure.
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Jumbo
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‘There is generally accepted to have been a ‘golden age’
in waterworks architecture, beginning in the 1850’s and
continuing to the 1930’s. The buildings and structures
of the industry were, at this time, generally in the
control of public authorities and, during the Victorian
age in particular, were designed as an expression of
improvement, reliability and confidence.
The design of the buildings was generally undertaken
not by Architects but by the civil engineers responsible
for the design of the water system as a whole. They
were therefore often either designed in an established
house style, albeit often highly elaborate, or in the most
popular architectural style of the day.’20
Many of these were built by the local authority that were
given statutory powers to take over and run the sometimes,
makeshift private companies that had supplied potable water
to limited areas in return for payment. Where they were, the
designer was often the Borough Surveyor supervised by a
Committee of elected Members who clearly intended the
new infrastructure to be a source of civic pride (as opposed to
perhaps, the private vanity that influenced the design of some
of the early, private water towers within rural estates).
With perhaps only a small handful of exceptions, all water
towers appear monumental in their scale which is of course,
attributable to their function in holding aloft several hundred
tonnes of water. This also dictates a wide plan form be it
circular, square or rectangular. Naturally, the greater the
capacity of the water tank the larger the number of premises
that could be supplied. Also, the taller the tower, the greater
the pressure or reach of that supply (note Norton tower, Park
Hill tower and others that are reasonably short but built on a
hill, serving premises below).
They are thus, essentially, functional structures that are often
embellished for a variety of reasons.
Examples of typologies
The selection of water towers in the table below are intended
to demonstrate the variety of styles and types across England
and in doing so, illustrate Jumbo in a national, comparative
context - hopefully adding to our appreciation of the relative,
architectural and historic importance of Jumbo. All of the
illustrated examples are listed buildings built prior to 1940. A
more comprehensive description and gazetteer of both listed
and unlisted water towers (in Britain, rather than just England)
can be found in Water Towers of Britain, B. Barton (2003).
We have chosen to divide and represent the examples in
the table by those that were built by private individuals,
industrialists and private institutions to serve their own need
(both for potable and non-potable supplies) and those towers
that were built in response to a wider concern for public
health.

WATER TOWER TYPOLOGIES
PRIVATE SUPPLY

approx. 280 no. total

Industrial premises

factories etc

Private estates

country houses, military etc

PUBLIC SUPPLY

approx. 40 no. total

Campanile type:

decorative and smaller plan

Tower type

decorative and wider plan

Eclectic type

whimsical, without precedent

Functional engineering
type

sometimes, for non-potable
water supply
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Private water supplies (pre-1940)

Public water supplies (pre-1940)

Description

Status

Description

Status

Elveden Hall water
tower, Norfolk.
Built 1895 in an
eclectic Baroque style
and formed part of a
private estate.
Campanile type.

Listed Grade II*
holiday
accommodation

Balkerne Water
Tower (Jumbo). Built
1882. Designed by
Borough Surveyor.
40m + weather vane.
Massive.
Romanesque tower
type.

Listed Grade II*
vacant

The House in the
Clouds water tower,
Thorpeness.
Built 1923 to serve
private estate.
Eccentric.

Listed Grade II
dwelling

Wallesey water tower,
Wirral. Built 1860.
Brick with stone
dressings. Giant
arch to each side.
Romanesque Tower
type. Cast iron tank
removed.

Listed Grade II
used as garage

Great Western
Railways water
tower, Swindon.
Functional
engineering type.

Listed Grade II

Tilehurst water tower,
Reading.
Built 1932. Reinforced
concrete. Open legs
with filled in ground
floor. Functional
engineering type..

Listed Grade II

Culford water tower,
West Stow, Suffolk.
Built late C19 to serve
Culford School. Open
legs to middle stage
with closed in ground
floor. Functional
engineering type..

Listed Grade II
vacant

Deben Road water
tower, Saffron
Walden, Essex.
Built 1913. Designed
by Borough Surveyor.
28m high. Campanile
type.
(WT in Benfleet Road,
Benfleet is similar,
also Grade II)

Listed Grade II

Littlestone on Sea
water tower, Kent.
Campanile type.

Listed Grade II
Converted to
dwelling

Norton water tower,
Cheshire.
Built 1892. Designed
by the Chief
Engineer, Liverpool
Waterworks Dept.
30m high. Red
sandstone. Semi open
arcading to middle
stage. Tower type.

Listed Grade II
vacant(?) landmark

Bass brewery water
tower, Burton.
Massive. Rectangular
plan. Medieval style.
Built 1866. Tower
type.

Listed Grade II

Park Hill water
tower, Croydon.
Built 1867 in Norman
style. Designed by
Borough Engineer.
Cast iron tank
removed. Tower type.

Listed Grade II
vacant landmark
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Public water supplies (pre-1940)

Description

Status

Wellington water
towers, Somerset.
Pair of towers.
Red brick tower
1885 and concrete
tower. Functional
engineering type..

Both, listed Grade II
Both sold for £66,000
at auction in 2013.

Bridport Road water
tower, Dorset. Built
1880. Open arch to
each side of octagonal
face.
Functional
engineering type..

Listed Grade II
Vacant but used as
site for mobile phone
antennae.

Margaret Street,
Liverpool. Built 1864.
12 arches of 2 stage
open arcade design.
28m high.
Tower type;’..one of
the most impressive
monuments of C19
Liverpool’ - Pevsner.

Listed Grade II
Group Value with
adjacent building.
vacant

Hunstanton water
tower, Norfolk.
Built 1897. NeoRomanesque Tower
type.

Listed Grade II
Converted to flats in
1984

Reservoir Road,
Liverpool.
Public corporation
water tower built
c.1900. Stone with
cast iron tank.
Campanile type.

Listed Grade II
In original use.

Mythe water
tower, Tewksbury,
Gloucestershire.
Converted to
dwelling. Built 1889
in Romanesque
Tower type.
List description
states…’The
transformation to
domestic use has
been effected with no
visible change to the
fabric externally’.

Listed Grade II
Converted to flats

Description
Ormskirk water
tower, Lancashire.
Built 1853-4. Derelict.
Romanesque Tower
type. List description
incorrectly
states…’….
surmounted by a
large tank enclosed
by what appears to be
ashlar walling.’,the
tank has since been
removed which had
surmounted the walls
(see http://www.
geograph.org.uk/
photo/1779797)

Rimswell water
tower, Hull.
Built 1916. Reinforced
concrete.
Open legs above
ground floor
accommodation.
Functional
engineering type..

Status
Listed Grade II*
vacant

Listed Grade II
vacant
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The two categories (private supply/ public supply) perhaps
demonstrate the wider variety of styles adopted by private
sponsors of water towers that were intended for a very localised
consumer base be it factory, agricultural estate or institution.
The public water towers were often the work of the Borough
Engineer given responsibility of ensuring clean and efficient
supplies shortly after the passing of primary, national legislation.
There is little doubt that an element of professional competition
and vanity influenced the design outcome.
We can conclude that public supply water towers of architectural
or historic interest are rare and that very few are of sufficient
importance to justify a Grade II* listing. There are some very
fine examples of water towers within England of all listing
grades but the majority are of a type where the water tank is
supported on a solid brick or stone base, perhaps punctured by
fenestration, either functional or not. Very few towers have open
legs that were perhaps intended to ‘lighten’ the visual weight of
the tower whilst adding architectural interest. Of these examples,
even fewer are intact.
Jumbo would appear to be the tallest and most distinctive
water tower in England. It is a remarkable example of Victorian
virtuosity and civic confidence. However, we concede that
Dr B. Barton21 thought the ‘most noteworthy’ of the Victorian
water towers is that at Norton, Cheshire though, possibly for its
engineering virtuosity rather than anything else.
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The condition
of Jumbo
6.1 There is no denying that Jumbo is monumental in scale
and design. Structures such as this do not usually decay like
other buildings if neglected. Instead, they tend to ‘fray’ around
the edges. Elements that are less than monumental, such as
timber window frames, roof coverings and gutters are the
first to show the signs of inattention to routine maintenance.
Externally, all may seem well if viewed in its enormous
totality. However, when these fragile elements give way it is
only a matter of time before a cascade of decay sets in.
The condition of Jumbo has been assessed on several occasions
over the past 20 years, first by the Morton Partnership in 1996
and latterly by Purcell Miller Tritton (now, Purcell) in 2009 and
informally, by the Jumbo Options Appraisal Working Group
(Colchester & NE Essex BPT) in 2014. It should be noted that
Colchester Borough Council have also made assessments of
the weather-tightness of the building during 2012-2014 as a
precursor to encouraging the previous and present owner to
undertake urgent repairs22 to specified elements.
When Purcell were asked to undertake an options appraisal
by the Balkerne Tower Trust in 2009 it was supplemented by
a visual, external inspection. The Morton report was used
to indicate its structural condition and was quoted in their
appraisal which remains the most authoritative assessment of
condition to date. Extracts of particular interest are reproduced
below.
External
•• Generally no significant signs of movement, out of plumbness or
distortions were observed to the external fabric which does not
surprise us related to the massive and robust nature of the tower.
It was subsequently found that the water tank had a slight tilt
of between 50 and 75mm across width. This is not significant in
relation to the overall height and size of the structure.

panels. This is not causing any problems structurally but may be
concealing further cracks.
•• At the junction between each panel a hard caulking material has
been used to fill the joints. It is believed that this is ‘rust joint
cement’ or ‘iron cement’ and would consist of iron borings, flour
of sulphur and sal-ammoniac (ammonium chloride) in varying
proportions for different uses.
•• The mixture has obviously worked well and there are no
significant signs of this breaking down. Obviously during its
life the rust joint cement has been subject to a wetting and
drying cycle as the water level rose and fell. It is only in the
last two decades that the tank has been dry. However, at the
Albert Memorial a similar filler was used and this has not been
detrimental either. Thus we believe that the material is not
causing any damage to the structure. Providing it is not disturbed
the sulphur content should not cause a Health and Safety
problem.
•• It was noted that each triangular cast iron frame was cracked
to the top section of casting to the web, and running from the
external wall along the central plate. This can be attributed to one
of a number of causes or possibly a combination of these.
•• It should be noted that the base of the tank is fixed whilst the top
of the tank walls have little load on them. Thus if movement is to
take place it will be relative to the base of the tank.
•• A first cause may have been related to the corrosion of the rust
joint cements. If the triangular frames and walls were all erected
prior to the filling of the joints then the slight expansion of the
joints would possibly cause an overall increase in height of the
wall leading to the cracking.
•• Secondly, the general corrosion of the cast iron may have similarly
caused some expansion of the wall. Finally the tank will have
obviously been subject to fairly dramatic temperature changes.
With the overall height of the walls being approximately 3.7m
high this thermal expansion could be of the order of 2mm. Again,
either of these could have resulted in the cracks occurring.

•• There is some cracking to the long span brick arches between
the legs but which does not concern us structurally. These may
have been caused by some initial settlement of the arch when the
centering was removed or alternatively, could be related to ground •• The cracking viewed does not concern us structurally as in every
case the upper section of the frame casting is only fractured to
movements from the 1884 Colchester earthquake where ‘hairline’
one side, thus retaining some of its integrity. The upper panel is
cracks were noted. Although in some localised positions brickwork
‘clamped’ by the external walkway bracket which will need to be
has decayed this is not causing any detrimental damage to the
inspected when access is available. We do not believe that these
structure due to the overall thickness of walls. To the internal
cracks should be repaired as if thermal movement is the cause, it
corners of the legs where iron beams are inbuilt into the structure
has now effectively become a movement joint and repairing it may
there is possibly some corrosion of the ends which may result in
lead to cracking elsewhere
localised damage to the brickwork. Again, this does not cause us
concern structurally.
•• The structure supporting the tank appears in structurally, not
unreasonable condition, with no signs of significant structural
defects. The main wrought iron compound beams have large
Roof
padstones at their ends. There is some minor cracking at these
•• Generally this appears in good structural condition with no signs
positions which may be associated with either some corrosion of
of any significant structural defects or deformation.
the built in beams or thermal movement of the iron or the tank
structure over. Again, these cracks do not concern us structurally.
The Tank
•• It was noted that two of the cast iron plates were cracked. This
does not surprise us in that the nature of cast iron is brittle and
it is subject to defects in the casting and cooling process which
can leave it weakened. These cracks will require stitching by the
Metalock process or similar.
•• It appears that the surface of the cast iron has been treated. It is
quite likely that this would have been a red lead paint.23 A thin
layer of corrosion has built up to the surface of the cast iron

General
•• No other significant defects were noted to the structure at the time
of our visit.
•• We have checked the roof joists for a new lead sheet covering24
and we confirm that these are capable of supporting the heavier
material. We have not carried out detailed calculations to the
trusses for this additional load but are of the opinion that they are
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capable of supporting the lead load.
•• The removal of the tie rods does not concern us in that they were
obviously of assistance in restraining the side walls against
water pressure, but as the tank is now disused, the triangular
frames provide the lateral stability and restraint against the wind
loading.
The Purcell report provided an itemised, budget cost estimate
for undertaking remedial works where problems were noted.
This comprehensive assessment of condition should be read
in conjunction with our own report as we have based some
general remarks and the foundation of our development
strategy on some of its findings, most notably, the deteriorating
condition of the cupola and tank roofs.

•• the cast iron rainwater gutter was apparently inoperative
and was holding water to approximately half of its depth,
causing it to overflow and cascade down the side of the
brickwork structure on the NE corner.
It should be noted that the building is included in the Historic
England, National Buildings At Risk Register and the Essex
County Council, Heritage at Risk register which lists it as
being in poor condition and priority C (Slow decay; no
solution agreed).

Heritage Assets are deemed to be ‘at risk’ on the basis of their
condition and in the case of buildings, occupancy. Heritage
Assets capable of beneficial use are ‘at risk’ if they are in
very bad or poor condition or in fair condition and vacant.
Buildings partially occupied or about to be vacated as a result
Comments on the condition of the water tank itself were
of functional redundancy, for example a hospital being runcopied over from the Morton report and were not updated
down prior to closure, are also included. Heritage Assets not
as internal access was not available at that time. It has since
capable of beneficial use are ‘at risk’ if they are in very bad or
become apparent that the cracks in the cast iron plates of the
poor condition, or in fair condition but lacking management
water tank noted in the Morton report have become more
to ensure their maintenance. A Heritage Asset ‘at risk’ will
extensive and numerous. The cause may well be as speculated remain on the register until the repairs are completed and its
by the structural engineers but members of the Working Group future secured.
during their visit and inspection (internal and external) in Jan
2015 noted that vertical to diagonal cracks were evident on
The Victorian Society has recently included the building
each side of the tank close to each corner. We recommend that
on their own list of the 10 most endangered Victorian and
any deterioration of the water tank which may have occurred
Edwardian buildings in England and Wales.
since 1999 be thoroughly investigated by an appropriate
25
specialist.
Our own observations also revealed the
following:
•• the cupola windows were no longer letting in water since
being boarded up in 2013
•• the main, copper roof cladding was in very poor condition
and was held in place partly by tiling battens that had been
nailed across its surface. Some parts of the copper roof was
missing and was boarded over.

Conclusions
Jumbo is an incredibly robust building but one that is now
both showing signs of its neglect and some deterioration
through the expansion and contraction of materials. Previous
reports have recommended various repairs but it is evident
to us that only a comprehensive restoration programme of
the upper levels makes sense. Such a scheme should tackle
the restoration of the historic fabric in its entirety above the
Engineer’s Room level so that whatever development scheme
(of the options listed in this report) is pursued in the future,
the highest part of Jumbo will not need to be scaffolded again.
The following elements should be restored:
A. the weather vane
B. the cupola
C. the main roof and gutters
D. the water tank
E. the upper and lower walkways

A view from the upper walkway of Jumbo. Note the full rainwater
gutters highlighting a the current problem with drainage.
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Opportunities presented by
the building and its location
7.1 Uses

Objectives

The identification of appropriate uses are, in part, guided by
the prevailing planning policies that apply to the location,
namely:

1. Sustainable Development (include)
•• Provide the necessary community facilities and
infrastructure to support new and existing communities

•• National planning policies relevant to Jumbo
The National Planning Policy Framework (2012) sets out the
national planning principles that guide the decision taking
process and how these are expected to be applied in practice.
The NPPF makes it clear that planning law requires that
applications for planning permission must be determined
in accordance with the development plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The preservation of a listed
building is one such material and statutory consideration.
The NPPF also sets out the Governments primary objective
that there be “a presumption in favour of sustainable
development”. There are three dimensions to sustainable
development, which are an economic role, a social role and
environmental role. The NPPF clarifies that these roles should
not be undertaken in isolation, because they are mutually
dependent.

•• Provide excellent and accessible health, education, culture
and leisure facilities to meet the needs of Colchester’s
growing community
•• Promote active and healthy lifestyles and strive for
excellence in education and culture.
2. Urban Renaissance
•• Promote high quality design and sustain Colchester’s
historic character, found in its buildings, townscape and
archaeology
3. Public Realm
•• Improve streetscapes, open spaces and green links to
provide attractive and accessible spaces for residents to live,
work and play.

Whilst these are ‘high level’ and fairly broad requirements
they do chime rather well with the proposal to restore and reuse Jumbo, whatever the combination of intended functions.
The degree to which each of the individual policy threads
come to the fore would vary between different development
scenarios.
•• The Colchester Local Plan - Core Strategy (amended 2014)

‘Colchester’s historic Town Centre is the cultural
and economic heart of the Borough. The Town
Centre will be enhanced through regeneration,
public realm improvements, and a balanced mix of
uses that sustain activity throughout the day and
evening.’
Becoming a Prestigious Regional Centre - Current problems
(include):
•• Providing appropriate business premises to the continually
evolving local economy, with growth in service and
knowledge based employment sectors and decline in
industrial / manufacturing sectors
•• Rundown buildings and areas in need of renewal, which
detract from the character of the townscape and Borough
•• Low quality public spaces in key gateways, such as the
main train stations, and primary access points to the town
centre
•• Concern about the real and perceived safety of public
areas, particularly in relation to evening entertainment uses

A rich mix of land uses with a focus on shopping and culture exist
within the vicinity of Jumbo. This pattern enhances the possible
choices for the re-use of Jumbo.
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Policy DP6: Colchester Town Centre Uses

………..In the Town Centre Mixed Use Areas
appropriate uses will be supported where
the proposal will: contribute to the design
quality, activity levels and character of the
area; complement other uses on the frontage;
and, have no significant adverse impact on
neighbourhood amenity.’
The thrust of these policies, guidance and the strategy is to
realise sustainable development through the concentration of
mixed-uses appropriate for the town centre but with particular
emphasis upon business and culture. The improvement of
public space and streets is a theme found throughout the
Plan, not just for its own sake but to provide a supporting
act for the improvement in the economic performance of the
town - making Colchester a more attractive destination for the
community, visitors and investors.

Demand for the optimum uses
Town centres are experiencing change brought about by
several factors including demographics, expectation of greater
choice, the growth of e-commerce, the demand for greater
value and increasing amount of leisure time and the desire for
‘town centre experiences’.27
We asked Christie & Co. to provide advice on the potential
demand for A3 (restaurant) use within Jumbo and they have
provided demographic data as backgound evidence, as
follows:
– 14.98% of the population within 10km are over pensionable
age compared with the national average of 16.42%
– 49.31% of the population within 10km are categorised as
being in “Very Good” health, versus the national average of
47.60%. In addition, 34.57% of the population within 10km
are categorised as being in “Good” health compared with the
national average of 33.63%

Thus, any number of uses would be compatible with these
objectives but in practice, the degree of impact upon the
character and appearance of Jumbo varies between the use
options. Some may be more harmful than others.

– 50.30% of the population within 10km are categorised as
being “Employed Full Time” compared with the national
average of 48.13%. Furthermore, 18.07% of the population
within 10km are categorised as being “Employed Part Time”
compared with the national average of 17.11%. Conversely,
4.54% of the local population are categorised as being
“Unemployed” compared with the national average of 5.54%

Optimum uses
We consider the most appropriate uses for the building will be
those that:

– An above average proportion of the population within 10km
are employed within the higher sectors SEC1-SEC3, those
categories comprising higher professional occupations,
managerial, professional and intermediate occupations.’

•• have the least harmful impact upon the fabric of the
building. Or put another way, require the least alteration
of the most significant features that define Jumbo (see
paragraph 7.2)

‘We would comment generally that the above demographics are
supportive of the proposed (restaurant) business and despite the level
of competition in the surrounding area we are of the opinion there is
sufficient population density within the area to provide a good
level of trade. In addition, it is important to highlight that (such) a
destination restaurant would likely capture trade from individuals
living outside of the analysed demographic area.’

•• are uses that are compatible with the adopted planning
policy objectives and those outlined in para. 7.4
•• are in demand and could be economically sustained over
time
•• are compatible with the facilitation of public access
We believe the optimum uses to be:

RESTAURANT

probably casual dining26

CULTURAL

historic and social interpretation/
education, visual or performing
art, social meeting spaces, visitor
attraction etc

SPORT

climbing / abseiling

RESIDENTIAL

limited to one or two loft-type
apartments

OFFICE

open plan-type

Demand for cultural uses is more difficult to establish and
projects that have predicted high patronage at planning
stage often fail to meet their targets. This is not to suggest
that cultural uses are not popular but rather, projecting future
visitor numbers is an inexact and unreliable science.
Meeting and event spaces exist elsewhere within Colchester
town centre and good quality ones cost around £500 per
evening. Catering is extra. There can be little doubt that Jumbo
would make a dramatic party venue.
Demand for rather unique, residential apartments may
exist but Fenn Wright have advised that as there would be a
restriction on sale (were it possible to draw down grants such
as HLF for their development) the spaces would give a very
poor rental return relative to cost.
We are aware that there exists a very successful climbing club
based at Essex University. The club has previously shown
interest in another project within the town to create a very
high, external climbing wall. However, this project did not
proceed.
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7.2 Special features of the structure

FEATURE

SIGNIFICANCE

ITS HEIGHT

40m high and visible from
distant and close vantage
points.

A landmark and towndefining icon.

ITS ROOF

Elegant profile and
distinctive colour.

Unique within the town
Copper verdigris finish
centre and emblematic of
should be replicated when
original, Romanesque design roof is re-clad..
intent.

THE CUPOLA

As above

As above

THE TANK

Monumental size. Heavy
Intrinsic to significance of
Should be retained but small
engineering character. Matte structure. All sides are visible openings may be possible to
finish with visible, iron plates. and of equal significance.
facilitate re-use.

DECORATIVE
MASONRY

Scale of execution and
attention to elaborate
detailing that is a statement
of historic and social value.

Intrinsic to significance of
Alteration would inevitably
structure. All sides are visible result in substantial harm.
and of equal significance.
Internal masonry of equal
significance.

THE ENGINEER’S
ROOM

Visually dramatic space with
monumental brickwork and
high ceiling.

Control valves on this floor.

Minimal alteration desirable.
Retain brick surfaces and
volume of space.

ITS OPEN LEGS

Visible within the landscape
and townscape. Highly
distinctive.

Nationally unique for water
tower type

Openess should be retained.

PIPES AND VALVES

Part of the working
mechanism of the tank.
Original set plus later, C19
set.

Standard, engineering
components of large scale.

Should be retained as
features of the asset rather
than for their intrinsic merit.

STAIRCASE SHAFT

Part of the functional design Unadorned but intact as
of the tower. Cast iron treads. built. Entrance door lost by
arson.
All ironwork by Colchester
engineering firm.

Should be retained unaltered.

CAST IRON
STAIRCASE TO
CUPOLA

Possibly a whimsical element Standard, engineering
that does not serve the
catalogue component but
operation of the tower, other intact as built.
than to allow access to the
roof.

Should be retained.

New, tall buildings within
Colchester should take
account of the preservation
of the key views to Jumbo.

As above
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7.3 The value of and disadvantages of its access (construction and after-use), vertical movement (people,
goods and services), means of escape, future maintenance and
height
Jumbo is 40m high to the top of the cupola and as such, is
the second tallest structure within the historic core of the
town centre (the town Hall clock tower rises to 49m). Its
height means that it is one of the few landmarks to pierce the
skyline when viewed from a distance and together with the
clock tower of the Town Hall, is a distinctive and valuable
contributor to the character of historic Colchester as a place.

building management.

Tall historic buildings converted to other uses are not
uncommon but few exist where the existing, available
floorspace is so limited.

Indeed, Colchester’s historic character is derived not by a
unified collection of buildings of a similar period and scale
but by the contrasts it contains. And there is no greater
contrast of scale than around the base of Jumbo where even
the substantial size of the Mercury Theatre is dominated by
the bulk and scale of the tower. It makes for a stimulating
townscape.
There is also an obvious advantage of height where public
access can be secured in that it allows outward views from a
unique vantage point. In the case of Jumbo, views are possible
for more than 10 miles in every direction.
Of course, with its height comes a variety of disadvantages
and of these, none is greater than the resultant difficulty of
its potential development. Height adds complexity to almost
every area of building design and construction including
Above and clockwise:
Aizlewoods Mill, Sheffield
where height adds to the
popularity of the managed
workspaces.
Brick arcading within the
Engineers Room.
Views from the upper walkway
of Jumbo.

Views from Jumbo are possible from within the cupola
which has glazed windows on all sides, from the floor below
the water tank, the Engineer’s Room, by peering through
the open, brick arches and from the external, maintenance
walkways.
Were a future use proposed for Jumbo that enabled public
access the most obvious opportunity would be to utilise the
cupola as a viewing point. There is space within the cupola
for up to 10 people but access is via a tight, spiral staircase. If
public access were to be allowed into the cupola it is possible
that younger children would be excluded as to see out of the
windows they would need to be lifted within close proximity
of the open staircase.
Alternative viewing positions are possible by peering through
the brick arches from the Engineer’s Room. One set of arcaded
arches are at floor level that are too low viewing through (but
ideal for small children) and the upper row of arches are set
too high to reach unless the floor was partially raised. Here,
the experience is less fulfilling than from above as the views
gained are all framed by a tunnel of arched brickwork and one
cannot look down rather, one can only look out.
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The ‘high octane’ view is from the external walkways, of
which there are two - one below the other. Both are narrow
but the lower walkway is the wider of the two as it is
unencumbered by the cast iron rainwater gutter ruining
around the perimeter of the roof. The higher walkway is
presently accessed through a hatch within the main roof of
Jumbo and the lower walkway via a vertical ladder from the
upper walkway. Were it possible to allow visitors access the
lower walkway, the experience would be unforgettable. This
would not appeal to everyone but would certainly be a draw
for those seeking a thrill. Quite substantial works would be
required before public access becomes feasible including better
barrier protection and access doors through the wall of the
tank.
It may be possible to incorporate two alternative types of
viewing experience at this level. Either, the lower walkway
could be adapted to allow visitors to traverse the outside of
the water tank or small, projecting viewing platforms could be
built at each corner, accessed through new doors cut into the
water tank. Either way, the provision of viewing points such
as these is likely to maximise the advantages of the height of
Jumbo.

Viewing facilities from the
lower walkway - design options

Water tank

Water tank

upper
walkway

projecting
platform

lower
walkway

Sections through the water tank
and the roof.
Allowing people to get outside to
take advantage of the views could
be fundamental to the visitor
experience.

Base drawing courtesy of Plater Calibourne
Architects
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7.4 Thematic connections with strategic,
planning objectives

500,000 additional visitor trips pa to the Borough and
associated additional visitor spend.

Colchester Borough Council officer comments on the last
planning application submitted for Jumbo (Option J) provide a
comprehensive insight into the interpretation of existing, local
policies set against the proposal to re-use Jumbo. We believe
these comments are still applicable and highly relevant to this
current study and are therefore reiterated, below.

•• It would support new and existing accommodation
providers by encouraging overnight stays in Colchester.

Strategic fit
•• The plans for Jumbo matches the Council’s broad aim as set out in
its ‘Strategic Plan 2012-15’ which is to make Colchester a place
where people want to live, learn, work and visit. Specifically it
matches the Regeneration objective ‘to help to meet significant
population growth, tackle local deprivation, address economic
need, enable job creation and realise Colchester’s potential’.
•• The proposal to develop Jumbo also fits with the Council’s
‘Colchester Economic Development Strategy 2010 –15’, which
identifies priority economic sectors which should be supported to
enable the future economic growth of the Borough. Tourism is one
of the priority sectors.
•• It also supports the ‘Visit Essex Business Plan 2012-15’ which
aims to ‘support economic growth within the tourism sector of
over 10% by 2015 to £3.2bn per annum and to support tourism
employment growth of over 10% by 2015 to over 60,000 jobs per
annum.
•• It would enhance the town centre and matches the ambitions
articulated through the themes of the www.bettertowncentre.co.uk
improvement programme.
Social
A new visitor attraction(s) which would complement the Borough’s
wider collection of attractions offering more choice and another
reason to visit / extend visits into staying visits.
•• The restaurant would be attractive to local people as well as
visitors and would offer more choice of places to eat, enhancing
the quality of life in Colchester.
•• It would engender civic pride and understanding by helping local
people (especially local children) and visitors alike to understand
the history of Jumbo and its historic impact on the town
•• The viewing platform would offer a truly unique perspective
on the town and surrounding area which colleagues at the Visit
Colchester Information Centre feel would be highly popular with
visitors, local people and their visiting friends and relatives.
•• It would bring a Listed building and major asset in the Borough’s
architectural collection not only into use but into public use
Economic
It would help to manage visitors around the town. It has been
estimated that some £500m is being invested in the town
centre including the St Botolph’s regeneration, the Vineyard
Gate retail development (when this occurs) and the Williams &
Griffin expansion now nearing completion. The development
of Jumbo in this way balances the attractiveness of the town
centre as a whole and, in doing so, would spread footfall,
awareness and patronage of businesses located in the west of
the town.
•• Being located on the route of the emerging ‘Shops on the
Walls’ project (Colchester’s ‘Lanes-style’ project to support
and develop independent retailers) the development of
Jumbo would act as a welcome anchor attraction at the west
end of the route.
•• It would help contribute to the Council’s objective of

•• A developed Jumbo would complement the collection
of existing cultural attractions in that area such as The
Mercury Theatre (see page 8), The Colchester Arts Centre,
the Hole in the Wall public house, the Roman Wall and
Balkerne Gateway rather than detract from them which has
been the case while hidden behind hoardings at ground
level.
•• Such a development would also bring new employment
opportunities and enhance Colchester’s wider image and
reputation as an interesting place to stay and visit.

7.5 Public space connections
It has already been noted that the location is a place through
which people tend to pass. Whilst a movement survey was not
part of this study it is not unreasonable to assume that most
of the passing, pedestrian traffic originates in the town centre
retail/business core or to the west of the dual carriageway,
Balkerne Hill. Here, the origin/destination points are the
multi-storey car park (St Mary’s) and New Town/ Lexden.
In addition, it is possible that a significant proportion of
pedestrians choose this route to travel to and from Colchester
Institute, via St Mary’s Fields.
This network of connections to places of pedestrian origin
will be important when assessing viability of uses that are
dependent upon passing footfall. However, regardless of
how many of these pedestrians can be turned into customers,
the movement provides the location with a level of activity
that maintains a degree of vibrancy that appears to continue
throughout the day and into the evening. Uses within Jumbo
that help to build upon these urban qualities that provide
natural surveillance29 would be beneficial.
Land in the vicinity of Jumbo is a combination of highway, car
parking and green space although none of it is particularly
well-planned. There are some mature and majestic trees
within this space although two trees are, in our opinion,
sited too close to the SW corner of Jumbo as to possibly be a
future threat to the structure or underground services nearby.
Balkerne Gardens (street) winds a path through one of the
few areas of soft landscaping in the town centre, limiting its
use and attractiveness except for cars that are allowed to park
either on the street or on the private space at the base of Jumbo
and near the entrance to the theatre. We believe that better use
could be made of this space by re-planning the entire setting of
Jumbo to a pedestrian orientated environment.
Our concept plan for the space envisages a green park where
people meet and enjoy the tranquility. Between Parsley House,
the Mercury Theatre and Jumbo would be a shared space
intended primarily for pedestrians and cyclists with servicing
access maintained to the Hole in the Wall PH. Quality paving
and lighting would help redefine the space as an asset for the
town and produce a setting for Balkerne Gate more befitting
its historical importance.
It is a pity that a private car park exists so close to Jumbo to
the East. The parking appears to serve the businesses on Head
Street and it is anticipated that this will remain in place at least
until such time as the value of the land for other uses exceeds
the existing financial return. This will most likely be after
Jumbo is restored and re-used and Phase 2 of the Mercury
development plans are realised.
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We cannot overstate the opportunity this presents to the town
and the positive impact a comprehensive remodelling will
have upon the buildings and uses that surround it. Of course,
funding such ambition will be challenging but there are
several possibilities:

Jumbo

mixed traffic

pedestrian traffic only

•• use of the Colchester Community Infrastructure Levy30
•• Heritage Lottery Fund, possibly via a Townscape Heritage31
Initiative grant scheme. This will necessitate the initiative of
Colchester Borough Council and other, match funding.
•• grants from charities.
•• enabling development32

A high-quality public environment can have a
significant impact upon the economic life of urban
centres big or small, and is therefore an essential part
of any successful regeneration strategy. As towns
increasingly compete with one another to attract
investment, the presence of good parks, squares, gardens
and other public spaces becomes a vital business and
marketing tool…29
The value of Public Space, CABE (2005)

Above and left
Jumbo is located on wellconnected pedestrian routes that
could help support the viability
of new uses within the building.
The full potential of the public
realm may only be realised by
reorganising traffic access into
the area.
Existing, adopted plans support
such concepts.

Fortunately, the principle of prioritising this space, along
with other key spaces, is already recognised within existing,
planning delivery strategies:

‘The Council will work with landowners and
stakeholders to make the most of spaces in the town,
including the spaces managed by the Council. The
Council will support rejuvenation of the key public
spaces listed below through a series of linked designs
that reflect the historic ties between spaces and yet gives
each space a special, unique identity.
Key spaces
• St. Nicholas Square
• Eld Lane Baptist Church/United Reform Church open
space

•
•
•
•
•

St. Botolph’s Priory
Trinity Church Yard
Mercury Theatre/Balkerne Gardens
Firstsite open space
Vineyard Gate open space

Spaces are distinct from pavements and movement
corridors and provide the opportunity to stop
and enjoy the surrounding activities and
environments. Town centre developments should
provide spaces as appropriate which should be
available for all people and which generate interest
through the quality of the landscaping, public
art; interpretation of heritage features as well as
commercial opportunities for street markets, cafes
and restaurants.
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There are a number of underused spaces in the town
centre, some of very poor quality. Many are gated
churchyards, with restricted hours of opening. All,
however, have the potential make a better contribution to
amenity in the town centre and the Council will seek to
secure funding for their improvement through associated
development, its Community Infrastructure Levy, and
grant funding.’32
The Options Appraisal Working Group met with the Executive
Director for the Mercury Theatre to discuss their own plans
for the development of the theatre and any possible impact or
opportunities for Jumbo. It was clear from these discussions
that there existed a coincidence of opinion and ambition for
the locality.

Above
Colchester, Better Town Centre Plan

The Theatre is recognised as a highly successful cultural centre
with a turnover of around £3.4m, employing more than 40 full
time staff. However, there was an urgent need for physical
improvements.

The theatre Board recognises that the existing, theatre cafe
needs to be improved to attract better usage but that theatregoers often take advantage of the concessionary parking at St
Mary’s multi-storey by arriving early and eating in one of the
many restaurants nearby prior to the performance.

Phase 1 is a scheme to address some long-standing problems
with services and the internal layout.
Phase 2 was the subject of an application for Arts Council
funding in 2015. Works as currently envisaged will entail
the infilling of the Porte Cochere to create a revised lobby,
demolition of the former vicarage and its replacement with
new accommodation/ rehearsal space over 2 levels and a first
floor extension over the existing cafe. This phase will also
include improvements to the spaces around the Theatre:

A significant number of people using the Theatre feel unsafe
in the streets and spaces around it. Part of this may be a
consequence of some ‘loud’ behaviour of revellers in the
evening. The good connection to St Mary’s car park is vital.
HGVs service the theatre solely from Church Street. Mainly
this occurs in late evening/early morning to avoid congestion
problems.

•• better paving etc to the entrance area
•• removal of the fence between the rear garden to the
Vicarage and a new pedestrian access from Church Street
near to the Arts Centre that will allow the public to use
and enjoy the green space to what is currently, the rear of
the Theatre. Internal reorganisation of how the Theatre is
used will turn some activities around to face this new, green
space.
  
There was an on-going conversation in regard to theatre set
manufacturing and the theatre are considering the possibility
of allowing people to see into the workshop by opening up
the elevation to Balkerne Gardens. This may form part of the
phase 2 scheme.
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The final grant application decision for phase 2 from the Arts
Council towards will be the end of 2016.
Of course, the extent of work to the public realm that might
be possible will be governed by the availability of funding
but as a minimum we recommend the space around the base
of Jumbo and to the west, leading up to the entrance of the
Mercury Theatre be connected by a level, high quality paving
scheme. This might be extended up to Balkerne Gate if funds
allowed. In a compromise design, Balkerne Gardens street may
remain and open to traffic but the paving mentioned above
should cross it giving a visual priority to pedestrians.

designated car park for Mercury Theatre
improved gren space
green space
shared space - delivery access only
seating area
new food and drink venue
public realm improvement outside theatre
public realm improvement
The Hole in the Wall pub seating area
new pedestrian link with Arts Centre

7
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A stage 1 pass for the Mercury Theatre
funding application was announced in
January 2016
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There exists the potential for an improved
arrangement of public space between the
theatre and Jumbo.
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Limitations presented by
the building and its location
8.1 access
Getting to the top of any building that was never designed
for public access always presents a problem. Invariably, the
historic facility is just sufficient for the original function of
the building and no more. Similar issues are encountered
with historic maltings, windmills and factories. Often, the
enhancement of access to allow re-use can be done quite
easily but in the case of Jumbo that has both a small, internal
footprint and open legs, the problems are more challenging.
All development options within this report, other than the
low key, museum Option 3 would require a second means
of access/egress. For 3 options, this would mean installing
an additional staircase. Two options would require just
the insertion of a lift. Those options that involve the more
intensive use of Jumbo would necessitate the insertion of both
a new staircase and lift.
We have considered and quickly discounted the possibility of
locating a new access staircase and/or a lift on the outside of
the structure. The Plater Claiborne Option G that proposed a
hotel showed an external access staircase facing West but we
were convinced that such a scheme would result in significant
harm to the heritage asset. Therefore, any new access has to be
located within the building footprint.
Our Option 3 that is without a lift would mean that Jumbo
would remain inaccessible for many people with ambulant
disabilities. Where a lift is shown it would be a matter of
design detail as to whether or not it rises to every level but
it is certainly possible to do so. Full disability access could
never be achieved into the cupola under any option but
could be achieved onto the new, projecting viewing platforms
suggested within paragraph 7.3 and part of Options 2a and 4.
Clearly, Jumbo was not built for public access but it seems
perfectly feasible to provide degrees of accessibility that suits
the future use of the structure and within the available budget.

8.2 parking
There is only a small parcel of land within the present property
demise, to the ‘front’ of Jumbo (that is, the side that faces
the Mercury Theatre) where cars presently park without
permission. The margin of land between Jumbo and the public
green space is dedicated for vehicular access to the electricity
sub station. We do not think any future scheme for Jumbo
should include vehicular parking on these areas as we believe
the value of the land is in its contribution to the very special
setting of the heritage and cultural assets within this locality.
Moreover, St Mary’s multi-storey car park is just a short walk
away and this facility has successfully served the Mercury
Theatre for many years with concessionary ticketing available
for theatre-goers.
A private car park for local businesses exists to the east of
Jumbo, adjacent to the site boundary. This site was sold around
2013 but was not acquired by the then owner of Jumbo which
may have been a missed opportunity. Nevertheless, and whilst
the presence of an adjacent, dedicated car park would be have
been beneficial for our Options 5 & 6 (residential) we are of the
opinion that the absence of car parking does not detract from
the viability of Options 2, 2a, 3, and 4.

To emphasise the point, and in discussion with others33, we are
of the view that the setting of Jumbo together with the theatre
and other historic buildings nearby really must be enhanced
by comprehensive remodelling and redesign. The space is, we
believe, too precious for on-street parking to continue and we
include initial concept ideas in paragraph 7.5 of how this space
could be transformed in a way that supports the regeneration
of Jumbo, the theatre and the locality.
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8.4 the configuration of existing
FLOORSPACE & introduction of
additional floorspace
There is really only one floor within Jumbo and this lies
beneath the water tank which we have called the Engineer’s
Room. The small floor in the cupola is unusable save for
viewing the rooftops of the town.

8.3 adjacent uses
Proximity to a fine-grain mix of uses is a very positive
ingredient for the future development of the Jumbo. The
almost intimate relationship with the Mercury Theatre, the
ease of pedestrian access to a variety of restaurants and bars
and the closeness of public car parking are very agreeable
assets (see existing land uses map para. 7.1).
However, Jumbo is also very close to the public front of
the sheltered housing scheme (Parsley House) run by the
Balkerne Gardens Trust. Living rooms and bedrooms face
Jumbo a mere 20m away. Any use proposed for the structure
must take account of potential nuisance emanating from its
occupancy. As none of the development options we are putting
forward include accommodation between the upper legs of
the structure, occupancy will either be just on the levels above
the top storey of Parsley House or additionally, on the ground
floor. Under these circumstances, the potential impact upon
the amenity of Balkerne Gardens Trust residents will need to
be managed and designed out as far as possible, paying special
attention to:
•• Noise (users and plant): emanating from the ground floor
restaurant under option 2a (Monument and hire space) and
from the upper levels under options 2a and 4 (restaurant).
•• Smell: controlled by electronic and carbon filters
•• Overlooking: controlled by careful positioning of windows
and design of sight lines. Use of the lower walkway by
visitors may result in a general, overlooking concern on all
sides of Jumbo.

This arrangement is both a frustration and an asset. Whilst
it was common for other water towers of this period to be
fully enclosed in brickwork often with several floors of
accommodation within, it is the open legs of Jumbo that define
its very distinctive character. We can only speculate that had
Jumbo been built with enclosing brickwork, it could well have
been converted to alternative uses many years ago.
All of the options that we have identified make use of
the existing floor or introduce a higher floor or platforms
immediately above it to reveal the view through the upper,
arched brickwork. None of our options introduce suspended
floors between the brickwork legs. However, every option
makes some use of the ground floor, if only as an access lobby,
and some options completely infill the ground floor level.
From a purely conservation perspective, it may be preferable
not to do this but a compromise on this point will be required
if this alteration unlocks a means by which Jumbo can be reused.
We are confident that a sensible architectural solution to a
new, ground level extension can be found that maintains the
integrity of the building. Such challenges are not uncommon
and whilst architectural solutions vary, success is often down
to achievement of high design quality and subservience to the
host building.

Above, clockwise
West elevation of Jumbo
Balkerne Gardens assisted living complex looking East.
Additional floorspace for Maidstone museum designed as a
contrasting, architectural form.
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8.5 The water tank
Many regard the tank as the primary feature of the
structure and certainly, as a machine for the supply
of water it is fundamental. The flow and return pipes
and valves are also essential to that mechanism. The
rest of Jumbo (at the risk of being too simplistic) is just
structure to hold the tank in the sky. The tank is no longer
decorated or embellished in any way and contributes
little to the Romanesque architectural presence. But it
does have a dramatic, heavy engineering impact upon the
surroundings that increases as one approaches Jumbo. It is
this combination of monumental and rational engineering
and the exuberance of the architectural expression that
give Jumbo the status that fully justifies its Grade II*
listing. It could have been so ordinary but instead, the
town administration and its builders gave us a sculpture
in brick and iron.

Fitting lights to Jumbo in celebration of King George V Jubilee 1935 (unattributed).
An expression of civic pride, perhaps.
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Options appraisal
9.1 scale of change: a range of
scenarios - Previous options
Previous owners of Jumbo recognised that there was a
possibility of more than one development solution and these
distinguish themselves largely by the scale of change that
they propose. Subsequent cost analysis also introduced a
varying degree of cost and end value. To our knowledge, no
scheme either previously analysed or submitted for planning
permission achieved a positive value.
In thinking now about possible options for Jumbo it is
inevitable that some, if not all of these will have been
considered by others before. The majority would have been
discounted either because of poor commercial viability or
the refusal of planning permission. To date, the only scheme
to have been granted permission has been the proposal to
convert to a single dwelling with limited public access (F/
COL/00/1460 & F/COL/01/0891). This permission has
lapsed and it is important to note that at the time of the Public
Inquiry, Jumbo was Grade II listed and has subsequently
(2003) been upgraded to Grade II* (which represents just 5% of
all listed buildings in England).
In 2013, Plater Claiborne Architects produced the report,
‘Jumbo Development Options’ in support of their applications
to develop Jumbo submitted on behalf of the then owner, Mr G
Braithwaite. It illustrated 8 options (Options A -J):
A. Leave in existing condition
B. Single Residence (Appeal Scheme)

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Restaurant34
Café
Large multiplex apartments
Smaller flats
Offices, with and without parking
Hotel
Tourist attraction (museum?) with associated shop
and café
•• Public viewing gallery’

It is to be noted that Morley Riches & Ablewhite specifically
state that their advices are not a Red Book Valuation and a
Red Book Valuation would be exceedingly difficult to achieve
due to the requirements for comparable evidence and more
detailed factual information.
A critique of these options:
The preceding analysis of the quality and context of Jumbo
provide us with guidance to assess the Plater Claiborne
development options. This has been done partly to help
illustrate the rationale for producing the new options set out in
this report and partly to assist those that may need to analyse
and consider similar proposals in the future.

C. Restaurant /2 penthouse flats

Plater Claiborne options (2013)

D. Café/Offices/Restaurant/2 Penthouse Flats

A. Leave in existing condition

E. Café/2 Flats/Restaurant/ 2 Penthouse Flats
F. Offices/ 2 Flats/Restaurant/2 Penthouse Flats
G. Hotel/ Restaurant
J. Museum/Observatory/Shop/ Café/Restaurant/3
Apartments/Offices
Also in 2013, Morley Riches & Ablewhite Chartered Surveyors
were employed by Mr Braithwaite to assess the relative merits
of the options and said,

‘Put simply, the difference between the (7
development) options is the combination of
the different accommodation types and their
relative positions within the tower. The
accommodation types are -

This is the common, ‘do nothing’ option found in many
reports but it is an option that lacks credibility. Were this
option preferred, Jumbo would remain ‘At Risk’, its condition
would further deteriorate and as a prominent landmark it
would continue to blight the image of the town. For these
reasons, we do not believe it is in anybody’s interest to
consider doing nothing.
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B. Single Residence (Appeal Scheme)
Planning permission was granted for this proposal at appeal
at a time before the historical status of Jumbo was upgraded
to Grade II* by the Secretary of State. Although the scheme
substantially altered the structure the legs remained open
above 2 levels of accommodation at their base. The floor to
the Engineers Room was to be removed and lowered and an
additional floor inserted above. Most damaging of all, three
walls of the water tank were proposed for removal to be
replaced by glass.
In our opinion, the alteration of the water tank in the manner
proposed would now be considered unacceptable in that it
would result in substantial harm that could be demonstrated
to be unnecessary. We have included a single residence
within our own options but in considering how this might
be executed and with the caveat that Plater Claiborne spent
considerably more time thinking about the details of their own
scheme than was feasible in the context of our review, we have
indicated that it could be executed with far less alteration to
the historic fabric.

Option B
(Planning Appeal scheme)
Single dwelling

C. Restaurant /2 penthouse flats
Similar in its scope as option B above, but with a restaurant
at the lower levels and apartments within the Water Tank and
floors below.
Our comments are the same as above except that the scheme
proposed the retention of two cast iron walls of the Water Tank.

Option C
Ground floor restaurant and 2
apartments
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D. Café/Offices/Restaurant/
2 Penthouse Flats

E. Café/2 Flats/Restaurant/
2 Penthouse Flats

Here, the legs are fully infilled with curtain wall glazing in
addition to the alterations specified in options B & C.
We are of the opinion that such a scheme would be
unjustifiably harmful to the special interest of the heritage
asset by virtue of:
•• the loss of visibility through the structure and under
the water tank that distinguishes Jumbo from any other,
complete Grade II* water tower in England, and

Similar in its scope as option D above, but with a restaurant
at the middle levels and apartments above and below. The
scheme includes a ground floor cafe.

•• the visual impact of the activity and paraphernalia of
occupancy on each of the floors behind the glass walls that,
in addition, would be worse during the hours of darkness
when the floors were still occupied, and

Our comments are as for option D, above but with recognition
that the visual impact of the apartments at the lower levels
behind the glass curtain walls might be even more harmful
than were these floors used for offices that conceivably, could
be required to switch off interior lighting when the premises
were vacated.

•• the loss of the ‘visual purity’35 of the building as a unique
remnant of the past.

Option D
2 apartments
Offices
Restaurant
Ground floor cafe

Option E
4 apartments
Restaurant
Ground floor cafe
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F. Offices/ 2 Flats/Restaurant/2
Penthouse Flat
Similar to option E above, but with offices on the first two
levels.
Our comments are the same as option E.

G. Hotel/ Restaurant
Similar in scope to options D, E & F above, but with the
addition of an external staircase serving the first 5 floors.
Possibly the most damaging of the options to both the physical
asset and to the Conservation Area put forward within the
options appraisal.

J. Museum/Observatory/Shop/ Café/
Restaurant/3 Apartments/Offices
The planning application scheme that in scope of conversion
and alteration was similar to options D,E & F but importantly,
retained the tank walls with minor alteration.
The provision of a museum within the Water Tank and on the
level below was a major departure from the other options but
the rest of the building was still seriously compromised by
the infilling of the legs and the effective loss of the Engineer’s
Room. Our comments and concerns in regard to options D-F to
a large degree, also apply here.

Option F

Option J

4 apartments
Offices
Restaurant

apartments
offices
restaurant
museum

Option G
Hotel
Restaurant

This scheme was refused
planning permission in 2013
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The application was recommended for approval with
conditions but was rejected by a majority vote of the Planning
Committee.
We think it fair to conclude that:

maintenance of the building. It is still more difficult to imagine the
likelihood of repeat visits, which would be necessary to facilitate
regular maintenance work. It appears doubtful that this option would
be viable, even though the retention of the building in its current
unconverted form would clearly avoid the harm to the building
described above.

•• many of the options were so similar that the detrimental
impact of the alterations required under each scheme would There is no evidence that preservation of the tower as a monument
would be a practical option given the evidence available at present
also have been similar.
and it appears unlikely that a more practical scheme for its
•• the application scheme, option J, may have been regarded
preservation in an unchanged state will emerge. The risk is clear:
by officers as the ‘least worst’ proposal before them.
the continued absence of a viable scheme for the tower’s preservation
will result in continued neglect of the building and consequent
deterioration in condition. Already the repairs required will be
In their observations on the planning application, English
expensive and even the current proposal for conversion will be
Heritage said,…’Only if your Council concludes that
unviable in the short term. Continued redundancy will result in
the proposed scheme provides the only practical means
escalating repair costs, so unless a scheme is approved in the near
of securing the tower's future should it approve these
future it is possible that no future for the building might ever be
applications. On the other hand if it concludes that this is not
found......’35
the case and the applications should be refused, it should
commit itself to securing the future of the tower by promoting
Also…
an alternative approach.’
Therefore, this commentary on these past events would not
be complete unless we also considered the informal proposal
by the Balkerne Tower Trust submitted to Colchester Borough
Council prior to the Planning Committee meeting.

‘While the aims of BTT are highly laudable it is not considered that
their proposal is realistically achievable to secure the long term future
of the building. It is therefore concluded that the BTT proposal is not
a practical means of securing the towers future.’36

The Balkerne Tower Trust (still) proposes to operate the
building as a tourist attraction. This proposal was informed by
an Option Appraisal undertaken by Purcell Miller Tritton in
2009, commissioned by the Balkerne Tower Trust. The option
appraisal suggested three approaches to operation of the
building but in each case the tower would be repaired either
incrementally or wholesale funded by a combination of grant
funding and income from public tours and a small number of
leased car parking spaces. Visitors in groups of between eight
and ten (the maximum permitted by the fire officer) would be
taken on guided tours around the tower led by the town’s Blue
Badge Guides.

It should be recognised that the Borough Council are in fact
currently addressing the issue of the deteriorating condition
of the structure through use of its powers to enforce repairs
and restoration. It could continue to arrest the decline of the
condition in this way, indefinitely, and so provide a plausible,
alternative strategy for securing the future of Jumbo that does
not rely upon its commercial development.

The Borough Council officer assessment of this as an
alternative option to be considered was….
’A number of issues about the feasibility of the trust’s proposals
exist. To progress their proposals, the Trust would have to source
a significant amount of capital funding and while funds for the
full scheme could be raised from a variety of sources including the
Heritage Lottery Fund it is not clear that the amount that could
be raised would come close to the funds required for repair of the
building. Once repairs had been carried out it would be necessary
for maintenance to be financed using the revenue from visitors to the
building and the rent raised from six car-parking spaces proposed
at the base of the tower. The latter part of the proposal would in
itself not enhance either the setting of the listed building nor the
conservation area. Other issues include those of ownership of the
building, the complexities of compulsory purchase and the need for a
compelling case in the public interest to be demonstrated and issues
around compensation may lead to complexities too. It is fair to say
that any compulsory purchase of the building would take a long time.
Consequently, the current schemes and the benefits they would bring
to the building, and the town centre, could be brought to fruition
much more speedily than the Balkerne Tower Trust proposal.
The option appraisal document outlines three options that each
involve considerable expense, perhaps most significantly the very
substantial cost of scaffolding, estimated in 2009 at a minimum of
£55,000 - £70,000 and in all likelihood more: for full repairs the cost
envisaged in 2009 was £112,000. It is challenging to envisage how
tours, however popular, to visit the unconverted tower, climbing
132 stairs to the access platform within the tank and then on to
the Belvedere, could raise sufficient funds for ongoing cyclical

We would also point out that the Balkerne Tower Trust
amended its Business Plan since this officer report was written
and it now directly addresses the criticisms of that report.
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9.2 scale of change: a range of
scenarios
Alternative options
We do not present in this report every development option
that has come to mind during discussions within the Working
Group or made to the Group. If they are not illustrated below
it is because their development would be likely to compromise
the preservation of the special character or interest of the
heritage assets (Jumbo and the Conservation Area) to a greater
degree than those presented.
Other ideas were:
•• a hotel: not pursued as it would require the infilling of the
legs to create sufficient accommodation to make this option
physically-possible. Option G of the Plater Claibourne
report was also for a hotel and was calculated to create a
financial deficit of £4.1m. This scheme required an external
escape staircase that would probably have been considered
unacceptable and damaging to the heritage assets.
•• a restaurant within the water tank: we understood that
some thought this would be desirable but assumed it would
be possible to replace the tank walls with curtain glazing
to take advantage of the height. Ancillary accommodation
such as the kitchen, toilets, stores etc would have to be
located within the Engineer’s room, dividing the space or
by removing the floor and creating two, low ceiling floors
below the tank. Our assessment of the importance of the
water tank is that it is an essential and integral part of the
building as a whole, rendered this option unrealistic. Were
the tank walls retained and simply punctured by small
windows the advantage of a high level restaurant would be
undermined and would still require unacceptable (in our
opinion) alteration of the Engineer’s Room to the extent
that the character of this space would be lost. However, an
alternative version of a high level restaurant is included
within our final list of development options, below (Option
4).
•• a restaurant with high level link to the Mercury Theatre:
this idea arose from some ‘blue sky’ thinking at a Working
Group meeting. It came about from a belief that the theatre
catering could be much-improved if both buildings were
physically connected and that theatre attendees could
access a high level restaurant as part of their evening out
experience. It would have required a tower lift probably
on the site of the existing, Mercury restaurant with a
walkway into Jumbo at high level. Whilst such dramatic
interventions can be seen in other places the idea was not
pursued because of the likely impact upon the heritage
assets and the inevitable, high cost.

Looking North with the Balkerne Gardens sheltered
accommodation in the background

•• swimming pool and climbing centre: the Trust was
contacted to ask if Jumbo could be used for public sport
and leisure with the water tank used as a quite dramatic
swimming pool. Climbing and abseiling could occur that
took advantage of Jumbo’s great height. The thought was
that it would be operated by a sports charity possibly
established for this purpose. We did not spend a lot of time
considering the swimming pool aspect of the proposal, not
least because, the water tank is now incapable of holding
water due to the severe cracks within its structure. Even
repaired, there must remain some doubt as to the wisdom
of reintroducing around 500 tonnes of water and related
equipment within a structure of this age. Sport England are
of the opinion that... ‘The creation of a swimming pool at Jumbo
would need further investigation and its provision would need
to be evidenced. From the information available Sport England
would question whether a small swimming pool in this location
would be the best option to meet the shortage in water space in
Colchester.’
Nevertheless, we have adopted the concept of climbing and
abseiling within 3 of the options that we have investigated as
we do believe that these activities are feasible if there is local
support for them.

9.3 visualisation of different scales of
adaptation
Seven options are considered in greater detail, below. these are
the options that the Trust believe offer the greatest promise in
terms of their deliverability and long-term sustainability. The
way in which these objectives could possibly be realised is
discussed in Sections 12 and 13.
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Option 1: Adjournment

w

E

w

E

This option differs from the common, ‘do nothing’ option
in that we do not believe it is possible to leave Jumbo in its
present state without serious decay setting in. Architects
and Surveyors within the Trust inspected both the exterior
and interior of Jumbo in 2014 and noted that the condition
of the upper part of the structure was a cause of concern. In
particular:
•• the copper roof panels are lifting and require replacement
•• the cast iron rainwater gutters are not functioning
adequately and cause a cascade of water to exit the gutters
at the NE corner and soak brickwork at the base.
•• the cast iron tank shows signs of significant, vertical
cracks at each corner, sufficient to put one’s hand through.
This could be caused by the stress from expansion and
contraction of the cast iron wall panels of the water tank38
In view of the scale of the building, the works necessary to
remedy these problems will be significant as contractor access
will be a substantial challenge (and cost). We are of the view
that these repairs cannot be left any longer and further delay
will simply increase the extent, complexity and cost of the
works.

Option 1
Adjournment

Although not essential, the opportunity could be taken to
repaint the water tank and the walkways whilst the top of the
structure was cloaked in an access scaffold.
Whilst this option does not foresee an immediate scheme to
re-use Jumbo, it does include essential works to stabilise and
make Jumbo properly weathertight by instigating permanent
repairs. Jumbo would then be able to withstand a further,
extended period of vacancy without significant deterioration
(subject to annual monitoring) pending a new use being
identified or site values improving to the point where
conversion becomes economically viable.
One would hope that the brickwork (inside the legs and
exterior) could be gently steam cleaned whilst the scaffolding
was being struck and the area at the base of Jumbo maintained
to avoid weed growth. The combination of all the works
would probably result in Jumbo being taken off the Buildings
at Risk Register.

‘Buildings or structures are removed from the Register
when they are fully repaired/consolidated, and their
future secured through either occupation and use, or
through the adoption of appropriate management.’ Historic England
Of course, we cannot be certain that the Adjournment Option
will lead to the re-use of Jumbo at some point in the future but
it does secure it as an iconic monument within the town centre.
Whilst not a bona fide ‘use’, there is a possibility that
guided tours may be practicable if an organising group
took responsibility for this. Access could also coincide
with the national, Heritage Open Days programme. The
works necessary to make this possible are very minor and a
legitimate, legal and insured basis for enabling public access
could be justified if it was likely Jumbo would remain without
a plan for re-use for the foreseeable future.

Option 1
gross floorspace created
Ground floor: nil
Engineer’s Room: nil
Water tank: nil
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Option 2: Public Monument
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This is a permanent use option that restores Jumbo as a visitor
attraction. It envisages the comprehensive restoration of the
exterior and interior and the land on which it sits together
with the addition of a scenic lift from the ground level up to
the Engineer’s Room. Approximately one third of the ground
floor area would be enclosed as an entrance space, ‘teaser
exhibition’ and lift access.

Scenic

Ground
'teaser

Quality
include

Visitors would be able to enjoy the experience of the glass
lift rising through the legs of Jumbo with views down the
High Street (if the lift was positioned on this side) before
entering the drama of the Engineer’s Room with its brick
arcading, massive pipes and iron beam features. The voids
within the brick arcades could possibly be glazed to enhance
comfort, angled to avoid reflections. This space and the water
tank above could be brought ‘alive’ by sounds and lighting
and state of the art interpretation displays (see para. 9.6 for
information on the possible range of ways the project could
add to the cultural life and record of the Borough).
Non-disabled visitors could use the spiral staircase to access
the Engineer’s Room, the water tank and roofspace if they
wished, guided around it via the raised platform before
climbing the short flight to the cupola for views of the town
and its surroundings. We recommend that an additional
staircase be installed between the Engineer’s Room and the
floor of the water tank to aid circulation within the monument.

Wate

Scenic
lift

Engin

Entrance lobby

Option 2
Public monument

Grou

We believe it might be possible, at extra cost, to obtain access
through the water tank walls at its base and, after adaptations
to the lower, external walkway, allow visitors to walk around
the perimeter of the tank to take in the views. Alternatively,
and to avoid the higher cost of making the lower walkway
suitable for access, it might be possible to simply cantilever a
small platform outside of the new access doors at each corner
to allow a couple of people at a time to see the view from that
direction.
Again, imaginative lighting would add a further dimension to
the ‘Jumbo experience’ (see, visitmagna.co.uk).
An operator would manage every aspect of the attraction,
including its interpretation.
Some people have suggested that Jumbo would make an
ideal climbing/ abseiling centre and previous research on
another site in Colchester revealed that there was at that
time, the possibility of a good demand for this kind of use.
The attraction is of course the height of the structure and the
drama and challenge it provides. There is no reason why
abseiling and/or climbing could not be part of this option,
taking advantage of the suggested access doors through the
Water Tank onto the lower walkway. It may be desirable to
concentrate such activity on the South side of the tower, facing
the remodelled, greenspace. Sport England are of the view
that climbing/abseiling... ‘would be supported in principle as
it understood that there may be a strategic gap for these type of
activities. However more research will need to be undertaken in order
to determine if there is a sufficiently large market to make this use
feasible’.

Option 2
gross floorspace created
Ground floor: 44m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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Option 2a: Mixed-use with
restaurant and hire spacE

w

E

This is a variation of Option 2 that addresses the limited
public access that would be allowed under the former option.
By investing in an additional staircase that meets Building
Regulation design standards it will be possible to open up
use of the Engineer’s Room and Water Tank for multi-use and
hire. In essence, this variation of option 2 allows for a greater
flexibility of uses to occur within the upper levels and such
flexibility benefits the financial ‘robustness’ of the project. As
a minimum, the nature of the activities envisaged would be
those that supported the CBC Planning Strategy for the area,
that provided sufficient ‘top-up’ income over and above the
lease income from the ground floor space and would be uses
that maximised the attraction to grant-giving organisations,
such as:

w

E

0.20

Scenic
lift

•• cultural uses such as visitor and performing arts facilites
•• venue hire space for celebrations and meetings
The scenic lift would be the principal means of access and
egress with the new staircase used primarily for evacuation
purposes. Building Regulations will require a limit of 60 on the
number of people occupying each floor.

Restaurant

Option 2a
Public monument with restaurant
and hire space

In order to increase the flexibility of uses that could use the
Engineer’s Room and the Water Tank there will need to be
on-site catering. We have therefore shown a restaurant to the
ground floor that will fully enclose the base of the structure
together with a kitchen/store extension to the rear. The
restaurant will serve a wider clientele than just the people
who use the upper level but clearly, there are advantages in
sharing facilities and some cross-fertilisation of business can be
expected where each facility benefits from the existence of the
other. The restaurant should be encouraged to ‘spill out’ onto
the space around Jumbo, further adding to the life and vitality
of the public realm.
It would be a matter for others to judge wether or not the
external walkway or corner, viewing platform experience
ought to be part of a development option where visitors
could well have drunk alcohol. However, it may be possible
to manage the risk by banning access to the outer walkway
during those times when the upper floors were on hire for
party’s and celebrations etc.
Despite the ground floor being infilled under this option it
may still be possible to allow abseiling and/or climbing on
the South side, possibly in the South-East corner. We would
envisage that this aspect of use be facilitated by a specialist
sports club.
The impact upon the operation of the restaurant would need
to be considered further but could be a positive feature if well
organised.
Our basic plans and diagrams at present suggest that the
restaurant could ‘spill out’ into the open air during periods
of fine weather, on the West and South sides of Jumbo. This
will help to better ‘connect’ Jumbo to the public realm around
it whilst limiting the impact of noise upon the residents in
Balkerne Gardens on the North and North-West side.
We have said elsewhere in this report how important it is to
bring forward a reorganisation of the public realm around
Jumbo to support its redevelopment and this applies especially
to Option 2a.

Option 2a
gross floorspace created
Ground floor:
175m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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Option 3: Museum

w

E

w

E

Uppe
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Uppe
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Small

Quali
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This could also be referred to as the Balkerne Tower
Trust Option for it largely imitates the proposals of that
organisation. We do however show a lobby area to the ground
floor outside of the entrance to the stair core as we think this
would be a worthwhile benefit for those visitors gathering to
go inside and for the museum to be able to more easily control
access and egress. With this lobby, the heavy timber door at
the foot of the spiral staircase (when it is reinstated) could be
left open during operating hours with a more manageable and
locked street entrance into the lobby.
Like the BTT proposal (savejumbo.org.uk) there would
need to be a limitation on the number of people allowed
access at any one time. This may be as few as 8-10 people,
including a guide. Visitors would climb the stairs through the
central core to the Engineer’s Room, the water tank and the
cupola. Interpretation would be possible at all levels. With
sufficient funding, there is no reason why the quality of the
interpretation should not be of a high standard.
Again, the addition of a walk around the base of the water
tank along the lower walkway could be added to the visitor
experience, if required and if funding allowed.

Wa

En

Entrance lobby

Option 3
Museum

Gr

London Museum of Steam & Water

Option 3
gross floorspace created
Ground floor:
25m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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Option 4: Restaurant

w
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Working Group members had anecdotal reports from others to
say that a restaurant at high level would be a real asset to the
town that would be a unique dining experience. We tend to
agree and believe that it is technically feasible. Indeed, the last
scheme submitted to CBC for planning permission included a
restaurant at level 5 in the Plater Claiborne (Option J) design
although this was below the Engineer’s Room so that outward
views were obtained through 3 of the 4 main, brick arches
between the legs of Jumbo.

Quality la
include r

Water Ta

Our consultants, Christie and Co. have confirmed that a
fine-dining restaurant within the upper levels is likely to be a
successful trading format.
This option places the restaurant within the Engineer’s
Room but with a raised floor to allow views through the arch
arcading. The kitchen, store and WC’s are on the floor above in the water tank which would remain unaltered. Ventilation
and extraction plant can then be accommodated within the
roof void, out of sight. The existing floor to the Engineers
Room would remain intact both enabling full reversibility of
the conversion if necessary and also, a useful floor void for
services.

Goods
lift

Scenic
lift

Engineer

Entrance lobby

Option 4
Restaurant
Ground

As with Option 2a the scheme would necessitate the fit-out
of the kitchens and the basic fit-out of the restaurant by the
landlord. This would include all ventilation and extraction
services which, in this option, could be threaded through
the upper roof void. Air intake and fume exhaust louvres
would be needed within the copper roof. The tenant would
be responsible for everything else including decoration and
surface finishes.
It may be possible to allow general public access to the
tank level if there was away of successfully segregating the
restaurant. Once inside the tank visitors would be confined to
the margins, behind the new kitchen walls but there may be
sufficient room to arrange some interpretation of Jumbo along
with access to viewing platforms.

Option 4
gross floorspace created
Ground floor: 70m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
High level walkways add additional drama to visitor attractions and
in the case of Jumbo would be more satisfying than the restricted
views through the brick arcading within the Engineers Room.

some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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Option 5: Single dwelling
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Developing Jumbo as a single house would be an enormously
expensive proposition for a buyer but we agree with the Plater
Claiborne Options Report that it is, nevertheless, a valid idea
in that only one purchaser is required. Finding someone with
both the financial worth, the vision for living in such a unique
building and the will to reside in Colchester is not such an
impossible ask. Such people may be very few in number but
there need only be one to make this option viable.

Wate

The whole of the upper level is dedicated to a home with some
alterations to make the most of the view and the inherent,
architectural and engineering qualities of the building. The
Engineers Room would have a raised floor (retaining the
existing below) to allow views out of the arched arcading. A
small number of small, glazed openings would be inserted
into the tank walls where these offered a view when seated,
supplemented by some glazing within the roof slope. The roof
glass should be sited on the lower part of the roof making it
mostly out of sight from the majority of public viewpoints.
Access to the dwelling would be via a personnel lift that
would need to be of sufficient dimensions to allow furniture
to be carried up to the rooms. At ground level, the lift would
enter a garage that would occupy approximately half of
the ground area below Jumbo. The Appeal scheme (Plater
Claiborne Option B) showed an additional level of lower level
accommodation above the garage that was intended as a staff
and Granny flat but we have not followed suit as we do not
believe the additional accommodation can be justified when
set against the likely aesthetic harm that would be done.

Engin

Option 5
Single dwelling

Grou

Option 5
gross floorspace created
Ground floor: 142m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note
Above

Budavári Palota (Buda Castle, Budapest). Contemporary extensions fit harmoniously within the historic
walls. Close attention to detail is apparent.

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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Option 6: Apartments
w
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This scheme accommodates 2 apartments in the upper levels
of the tower, within the Engineers Room and the water tank.
They would be compact units in comparison to the spectacular
and spacious flat within option 5 but each less costly to rent/
buy as a result. However, the impact upon the special interest
of the building would be greater as the internal areas would be
more sub-divided for the ancillary, residential spaces such as
bathrooms and bedrooms.

Quality lan
include re

Water Tan

The whole of the ground floor level would have to be enclosed
for garaging for 4 cars, waste recycling and cycle storage.
Some additional glazing would be required within the tank
walls and the roof but again, this would be kept low down on
the slopes to minimise its visibility.

Scenic
lift

Engineer's

Entrance and garage

Option 6
Apartments

Ground ﬂo

Option 6
gross floorspace created
Ground floor: 155m2
Engineer’s Room: 110m2
Water tank: 280m2
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer
some adjustment of these layouts may be
needed at a detailed design stage.
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9.4 Summary of the options

WHAT?

WHERE?

WHO WILL CARRY OUT
THE ACTIVITY?

WHO IS THE
ACTIVITY FOR?

OPTION 1

fully restored in part

upper levels and roofs

charitable organisation

Colchester community

OPTION 2

fully restored.
interpretation centre.
viewing gallery.

whole building.
activities within upper
levels and external
walkway.

charitable organisation

Colchester community.
Visitors and tourists.

OPTION 2A fully restored.
interpretation centre.
viewing gallery.
commercial restaurant to
produce project income
and support
event space.

whole building.
activities within upper
levels and external
walkway.
infilling of ground level.

charitable organisation.
Final restaurant fit-out by
operator as leaseholder.

Colchester community.
Visitors and tourists.
Business sector.

OPTION 3

fully restored.
interpretation centre.
viewing gallery.

whole building.
activity on all levels.

charitable organisation

Colchester community.
Visitors and tourists.

OPTION 4

fully restored.
restaurant on upper levels.
possible viewing gallery.
interpretation on ground
level.

whole building.
activity on all levels.

charitable organisation.
Final restaurant fit-out by
operator as leaseholder.

Colchester community.
Visitors and tourists.
Business sector.

OPTION 5

fully restored.
single dwelling.

whole building.
activity on all levels.

shell by charitable
organisation + conversion
by property developer

private benefit of users

The spiral staircase from the top of the water tank to the
cupula. Only limited, supervised access is likely to be

allowed but from inside the cuplola there are panoramic
views.
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9.5 Scale of impact of each option

The intensity of colour in the table
below indicates the degree of harm that is
likely to arise from the stated alterations
for both the range of options identified by
Plater Claiborne Architects and our own
options.

This is done to allow comparison between what was analysed
and ultimately, proposed before, and our own propositions. A
dark box is meant to suggest a very harmful and substantial
impact whilst a white box is where no harm is expected.
THE DEGREE TO WHICH
THE WORK AFFECTS
THE HISTORIC FABRIC

Seriously
affected

Not
affected

PLATER
CLAIBORNE
OPTIONS
(2013)

DESCRIPTION

USES

IMPACT UPON
WATER TANK

IMPACT UPON
OPEN LEGS

IMPACT UPON
ENGINEERS ROOM

OPTION A

Leave in existing
condition

none

none

none

none

OPTION B

Appeal scheme

single apartment

replaced bar E.
elevation

infilled at ground and floor removed & new floors inserted.
first floor levels
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting and lift.

OPTION C

restaurant and 2
apartments

replaced bar E. &
W. elevations

infilled at ground and floor removed & new floors inserted.
first floor levels
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

OPTION D

cafe, offices,
restaurant and 2
apartments

replaced bar E. &
W. elevations

infilled

floor removed & new floors inserted.
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

OPTION E

cafe, 5 apartments
and restaurant

replaced bar E. &
W. elevations

infilled

floor removed & new floors inserted.
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

OPTION F

offices, 4 apartments
and restaurant.

replaced bar E. &
W. elevations

infilled

floor removed & new floors inserted.
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

OPTION G

31 room hotel with
restaurant

replaced bar E. &
W. elevations

infilled

floor removed & new floors inserted.
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

Planning
application
scheme (refused)

offices, 3 apartments,
restaurant and
museum with cafe

retained with
minor alteration

infilled

floor removed & new floors inserted.
glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions,
heating, lighting, lift & 2 staircases.

OPTION 1

Adjournment
option

Guided tours

retained without
alteration

none

none

OPTION 2

Public monument Interpretation space
and viewing platform.

retained with
minor alteration

ground level partially
infilled. Scenic lift.

none other than partially, raised floor to
facilitate views that is ‘reversable’.

OPTION 2A

Mixed-use
with restaurant
and hire space

Interpretation, sport
and cultural activities,
hire space and
restaurant.

retained with
minor alteration

ground level infilled.
scenic lift and
enclosed staircase.

glazing in of arch arcade. Heating,
lighting and scenic lift & staircase
access.

OPTION 3

Museum

Interpretation. Guided
tours.

retained without
alteration

lobby at ground floor none
entrance

OPTION 4

Restaurant

Restaurant

retained. Goods
lift and staircase
access. Kitchen
and WC’s inside.

lobby at ground floor glazing in of arch arcade. Heating,
entrance.
lighting and scenic lift & staircase
scenic lift and
access. Raised floor.
enclosed staircase

OPTION 5

Single dwelling

1 signature dwelling

insertion of small
windows + roof
lights

ground level infilled.
lift

glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions.
Heating, lighting and lift access. Raised
floor.

OPTION 6

Apartments

2 apartments

insertion of small
windows + roof
lights. Lift access.

ground level infilled.
lift

glazing in of arch arcade. Partitions.
Heating, lighting and lift access.
Partially, raised floor.

OPTION J

OPTION
APPRAISAL
(2015)
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Only Option A and Option 1 are entirely white in the table as
neither propose works that threaten the character or interest
of Jumbo but it should be borne in mind that Option A (‘do
nothing’) does in fact present a threat in so far as inaction will
ultimately lead to deterioration.
Option 3 (Museum) is the least harmful option where an
end use is proposed followed closely by Option 2 (Public
monument) and then, Option 2a (Public monument with
restaurant and hire space).
The main, external distinction between the options is the
degree to which the ground floor level is infilled. Whilst all but
two options has a lift and two options have a new, full height
staircase these features are capable of being tucked into the
internal corners of the legs of Jumbo. By doing so, their impact
upon the external character of the structure would be very
much less than the above diagrams suggest.
Infilling the ground floor level would undoubtably be
controversial but is necessary to greater or lesser degrees in
order to bring new uses into the building. The diagrams are
only an indication of the scale of possible development and we
have yet to render these into visual perspectives to show how
they might appear externally. However, we are confident that
an acceptable, architectural solution is possible that maintains
the integrity of Jumbo whilst introducing a visually exciting
foil against the backdrop of the historic fabric.

The table is not intended to suggest that overtly ‘green’ options
are unlikely to be granted Listed Building Consent. Indeed,
we have no reason to believe that all options (1-6) would not
be capable of gaining consent were schemes submitted with
sufficient detail and information. But it is we believe, useful
in highlighting those options that offer the potential of being
implemented without substantial harm being done to the most
significant features of the heritage asset.
Furthermore, the rules for Enabling Development discussed
within section 12 dictate that in order to justify development
designed to meet a ‘conservation deficit’ the conservation
scheme itself must be the minimum necessary to secure its
preservation. This suggests that the options with the least
green tint in the table above would be favoured provided that
other factors such as economic sustainability etc. could be
established. In other words, the Plaiter Claiborne options A -J
could not be brought forward with enabling development as
they each exceed a minimum of works necessary to secure the
preservation of the heritage asset.

All of the propositions for the ground floor level would
necessitate the removal of 1 or more of the cast iron railing
sections that were placed between the legs circa 1960. As
a surviving feature that links Jumbo to the former water
reservoir we believe the railings need to be preserved and
so should be re-used either on or close to the site, perhaps
incorporated within a public space remodelling project in front
of Jumbo.

Modern design clearly articulated against an historic
setting.
Note

Following comments made by the Fire Officer ome

adjustment of these layouts may be needed at a detailed

Comparison of ground floor arrangements

design stage.

extension

extension

assembly

lobby

area

lobby

lobby

lobby
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9.6 benefits of each option

This Section would be incomplete
without an assessment of the likely
benefits (outputs) of the project under
each option. Not only does this help
select the preferred option it also helps
judge alignment with strategic, planning
objectives and funding stream priorities.
CULTURAL BENEFITS

INTELLECTUAL ACCESS FROM
BEGINNING OF PROJECT VIA WEB
SITE, RESEARCH PAPERS ETC

OPTION 1
Adjournment

✔

ENGAGEMENT AND LEARNING
ABOUT HERITAGE AS A RESULT OF
THE USE

OPTION2
Public
monument

For the purposes of this section, we have described the
possible outputs as ‘cultural’ or ‘economic’.
The following tables can only capture some of the primary
considerations but we believe it does succeed in drawing out
a preference for Option 2a in that this is the only option that
is likely to have both notable economic and cultural benefits,
some of which will also be substantial in nature. Whilst the
benefits of Option 4 may not be as diverse they too are likely to
be substantial.

OPTION 2A
OPTION 3
Mixed-use with Museum
restaurant and
hire space

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

OPTION 4
Restaurant

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

X No. VOLUNTEER WORKING DAYS

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔but less

✔

✔

✔

✔

SUPPORTING ROLE FOR
ATTRACTION SET AGAINST THE
MERCURY THEATRE OPERATION

✔but less

✔

✔

✔

X No. VISITORS PA FOLLOWING
DEVELOPMENT

✔but less

✔

✔

X No. YOUNG PEOPLE PA

✔but less

✔

✔

CONSERVATION AREA ENHANCED

✔but less than other
options

than 2A

than 2A

than 2A

OPTION 6
Apartments

✔

TRAINING PLACES FOR YOUTH
UNEMPLOYED VIA MAIN
CONTRACTOR

NEW VISITOR ATTRACTION WITHIN
LOCAL TOURISM PRIORITY AREA

OPTION 5
Single
dwelling

than 2A

INCREASED CIVIC PRIDE UPON
COMPLETION OF RESTORATION

✔but less than other

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS ACCESS

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔but less

✔

✔

✔but less

✔

✔

✔but less

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔but less

✔

options

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
NEW DIRECT JOBS CREATED
BEYOND CONSTRUCTION PHASE
ESPECIALLY IN THE PRIORITY,
TOURISM SECTOR
NEW BUSINESSES CREATED
WITHIN PROJECT
BENEFITS TO LOCAL BUSINESSES
ESPECIALLY THOSE ARTICULATED
WITHIN BETTERTOWNCENTRE.
CO.UK
LIKELY SPIN-OFF BENEFITS TO
SERVICE BUSINESSES

than 2A

than 2A

than 2A

than 2A

✔

✔
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Option 2 would also deliver advantages to the local economy
and culture but these are unlikely to amount to substantial
gains as the intensity of use that is possible would be
somewhat less than in Option 2a. Similarly, whilst cultural
benefits exist within Option 3, the economic benefits are
possibly slight.
Option 4 (restaurant) will inevitably generate economic
benefits to the town centre economy that may well spin out
and benefit a broader, Borough-wide economy if the restaurant
gained a high profile reputation for excellence.

The cultural outputs are probably less certain, apart from
the obvious benefits of the restoration of the heritage
asset, but clearly, there will be less scope to interpret the
site and to introduce flexibility of use.
We consider the economic benefits of Options 5 and 6
would be less than Option 4 as would the cultural outputs
that reflects the lower number of people likely to see and
experience the internal spaces of the building.

DESCRIPTION

USES

OPTION 1

Adjournment
option

Guided tours may
be possible

Negligible but well restored structure
would be representative of economic
benefits to come. The enhanced
appearance of the exterior may boost
confidence that something exciting
may happen in the future.

Physical preservation of a major heritage asset
and enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Improvement may benefit the setting of the
Mercury Theatre in a way that enhances its
presentation.

OPTION 2

Public monument

Interpretation
space and viewing
platform.

Significant although not substantial.
The attraction would work comfortably
alongside Theatre and school groups
visits although the likely limitation on
the intensity of occupancy at any time
would present a problem to attaining
a sustainable return on the investment.
Addition to economic performance of
town centre.

Significant. Will be an attraction for visitors
but may be of niche interest. Scenic lift may
broaden public interest but certainly access
over and above that achieved in option 3.
Physical preservation of a major, heritage asset
and enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Improvement may benefit the Mercury Theatre
in a way that enhances its presentation.

OPTION 2A Mixed-use with

Interpretation,
sport and cultural
activities, hire
space and
restaurant.

Highly significant. The variety of
functions and the flexibility of the
space within the upper levels opens
up a potentially wide range of uses
that could be of general benefit to the
economy of the town centre. The hire
space would be served by St Mary’s
Car Park that would benefit CBC. There
would be an agglomeration economy
between the restaurant and others that
operated nearby.

Highly significant. Could possibly develop as
a destination attraction. Active and informed
interpretation when operating as a monument.
Physical preservation of a major, heritage asset
and enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Improvement may benefit the Mercury Theatre
offer generally.

OPTION 3

Museum

Interpretation.
Guided tours.

Negligible but well restored structure
would be representative of economic
benefits to come. The enhanced
appearance of the exterior may boost
confidence that something exciting
may happen in the future.

Physical preservation of a major, heritage asset
and enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Guided tours will increase an understanding
of local history and no doubt, place this
in a national context. Active and expert
interpretation.

OPTION 4

Restaurant

Restaurant

Significant. The restaurant would
be unique and likely to become a
destination venue. It is likely to benefit
the attraction of the Mercury Theatre
and bring more people into the town
centre than would otherwise have
come. Quantifying this is very difficult,
though.

Physical preservation of a major, heritage asset
and enhancement of the Conservation Area.
Users of the restaurant will benefit from the
cultural experience of viewing Jumbo at close
quarters and no doubt, through absorption
of passive interpretation. The presence of a
quality, destination restaurant within the town
centre may well encourage the development
of others.

OPTION 5

Single dwelling

1 signature dwelling Significant though not substantial.
Combination of benefits from
construction works and after-use.

Physical preservation of a major,
heritage asset and enhancement of
the Conservation Area.

OPTION 6

Apartments

2 apartments

Physical preservation of a major,
heritage asset and enhancement
of the Conservation Area.

restaurant and
hire space

ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Significant though not substantial.
Combination of benefits from
construction works and after-use.

CULTURAL BENEFITS
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9.7 conservation principles to be applied
The repair and conversion of Jumbo should be guided by robust
conservation and design principles that ensure the evidential,
historic, communal and aesthetic value of the structure are both
understood and sustained. These principles will arise from the
production of a detailed Heritage Statement that should be
used as a briefing tool for the design and conservation team on
the project at the very start of the design process.
They will be primarily drawn from the document, Conservation
Principles, Policies and Guidance, English Heritage (2005).
The statement will cover every aspect of the fabric and the
way it is to be treated with an emphasis upon its conservation.
New work required to facilitate its re-use and any alterations
proposed will be both illustrated and described in sufficient
detail to fully explain the impact these works would have upon
the fabric, how material harm to the value of the fabric will be
avoided, how they can be reversed if required to be and how
the quality of design and execution will be valued both now
and in the future.

‘Quality is enduring, even though taste and
fashion may change. The eye appreciates the
aesthetic qualities of a place such as its scale,
composition, silhouette, and proportions, and
tells us whether the intervention fits comfortably
in its context. Achieving quality always
depends on the skill of the designer. The choice
of appropriate materials, and the craftsmanship
applied to their use, is particularly crucial to
both durability and to maintaining the specific
character of places’.39
These principles apply equally to both the intended works of
conservation of the historic fabric and the intended works of
alteration.
In addition to the statement referred to, which itself would be
an essential written justification to support any application
for Listed Building Consent, we consider it desirable for a
Conservation Plan to be produced as part of any further phase
of project development and the headings for such a report
are attached as Appendix III. This plan would be part of any
application for grant funding.
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Cost appraisal
10.1 Costs (capital and maintenance)
The estimated cost of each of our options (1 to 6) is:
OPTION

COST

OPTION 1
Adjournment

£700,000

OPTION 2
Public Monument

£1,750,000

OPTION 2A
Public monument with
restaurant
and hire space

£ 2,300,000

OPTION

OPTION 1
Adjournment

COST
INC. FEES @ 15%
£840,000

OPTION 2
Public Monument

£ 2,100,000

OPTION 2A
Public monument with
restaurant
and hire space

£ 2,760,000

OPTION 3
Museum

£1,300,000

OPTION 3
Museum

£ 1,560,000

OPTION 4
Restaurant

£ 2,200,000

OPTION 4
Restaurant

£ 2,640,000

OPTION 5
Single dwelling

£ 2,450,000

OPTION 5
Single dwelling

£ 2,940,000

OPTION 6
Apartments

£ 2,500,000

OPTION 6
Apartments

£ 3,000,000

Costs include:

Costs exclude:

•• a 10% contingency on
construction costs

•• inflation

•• £50,000 exhibition fit out
for option 2 & 3
•• £100,000 exhibition fit out
for option 2a & 4
•• £50,000 allowance for
landscaping (except
option 1)

•• VAT
•• professional fees
•• local authority fees
•• project development costs
(adjusted to take account
of fees payable under a
full contract)
•• some fitting-out
•• site acquisition cost

As liability for VAT and inflation could not be resolved
at this stage they remain excluded. We would expect the
primary project development costs to be 100% grant funded
so this figure (probably in the order of £50,000) has also
been excluded. The cost of acquisition could fall anywhere
between £nil to £several hundred thousand and while we have
established a willingness from the owner to discuss disposal,
the amount could only be established when the project is
in a position to provide greater certainty on the funding
availability and method of project delivery. It would have to
be based upon a robust, independent valuation. However,
the figures above should be increased by around 15% to take
account of the likely fees element. This should be sufficient to
cover all professional fees for the development of the project
but does not cover marketing and sales costs, legal costs and
local authority fees.

It should be borne in mind that the costs for Options 2a and
4 do not include the basic fit-out of the restaurant spaces.
Christie and Co. have advised64 that the restaurants in Option
2a and Option 4 should be let on a fitted out basis ( less
internal finishes, moveable fittings and decoration).
As the specification and actual cost of the final fit-out work
is not yet clear, this element has been omitted from the cost
estimates. We are also uncertain whether these works can
be grant funded or a commercial loan would be required
and this would be a question posed to a subsequent, more
detailed study.
Our cost consultants, Daniel Connal Partnership have
assumed a mid-range specification for the apartments in
Options 5 & 6. No doubt a developer partner would wish to
enhance this specification at additional cost.
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Other costs
External (paving and landscaping) works
An external works package is considered to be desirable to
complement the restoration and re-use of Jumbo. The works
include paving and landscaping to the immediate curtilage
plus the space between Jumbo and the entrance to the
Mercury Theatre which is itself proposed for remodelling and
improvement. These works could include:
•• removal of existing highway, kerbs and traffic signs within
the interface space (ideally suited to a ‘shared space’
concept).
•• small unit paving
•• resin bound gravel
•• uplighting and floodlighting
Given the location of the site in a conservation area,
surrounded by historic buildings of national importance we
consider a reasonable budget allowance for external works
should be in the order of £300 - £350m2.
An allowance of £50,000 has been made within our budget
cost estimates for each of our development options, other
than Option 1. However, we recommend that the scope of
these works be extended beyond the confines of the Jumbo
site and connect with its immediate neighbours. This could be
regarded as Phase 1 of the external works scheme.

Maintenance
This aspect of future cost is covered by the definition of
three elements:
•• maintenance of the building fabric not covered by
lease agreements
•• maintenance of ‘common areas’ and amenities that are
held to be the responsibility of the landlord (Common
Area Maintenance40) and,
•• maintenance of the spaces leased out
In 2013 it was estimated that the likely cost of annual
repairs and maintenance to Jumbo upon completion
of full restoration and conversion41 would be £26,00042.
This is the sum we have used (even though it could
probably be reduced to take account of the less intensive
conversion and occupancy of the proposals put forward
within this study) to assess the financial sustainability
of the options. That is, the annual sum required to cover
routine maintenance that would be the responsibility
of the landlord and probably cannot reasonably be
recovered via site management charges to a third party.
Other costs that not have been accounted for at this stage:
•• building insurance - a complex calculation in this case
•• rates (discounted to the extent if managed by a charity
by up to 100% - interpretation spaces etc)

The area of these additional, external works is approximately
1,500m2 resulting in a cost of approximately £500,000.
Phase 2 could take the external works up to the Balkerne Gate
and connect with the Hole in the Wall PH and the proposed,
pedestrian route behind the Theatre. A cost similar to phase 1
could be expected.

© Place Services 2015

For further information please contact:
Peter Dawson
Senior Urban Design Consultant
Place Services
Essex County Council
County Hall Chelmsford Essex CM11QH
www.placeservices.co.uk
peter.dawson@essex.gov.uk

Draft scheme to remodel the public space close to Jumbo.
Essex County Council 2015

Jumbo extent of essential external works
nts

Balkerne Gardens and Jumbo, Colchester
Indicative vision
Colchester & North Essex
Building Preservation Trust
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10.2 development value

10.3 development revenues / income

None of the options that we present in this report would be
viable as a purely commercial investment in that they each
require more capital investment than could be recovered in a
reasonable period of time through income. This was also the
case for the options presented to Colchester Borough Council
in 2013 by the former owner of Jumbo, Mr G. Braithwaite.
Consideration of the loss-making development options
resulted in their preference of their Option J which made a
projected development loss (deficit) on completion of almost
£2,400,00043.

These are based upon comparable spaces and uses within
Colchester town centre and income projections made within
the Balkerne Tower Trust business plan (2013). One should
not discount the ongoing potential for local fundraising which
does help to sustain many similar projects up and down the
Country but we have not attributed a figure to this income
potential. The assumption has been made that this could not
reasonably occur post development under options 4, 5 and 6.

Our options are only possible with grant assistance that can
only be realised by a non-commercial developer. This situation
is by no means unusual for conservation projects - particularly
ones that involve complex buildings with limited floor area.
The value to a fully informed private purchaser for all options
is negative. This has been confirmed by historic valuation
appraisals and from our own investigations. However, the
value of the property to a charity could well be positive if
the improvements and repairs could be totally grant funded
and the rental achieved exceeded the on-going allowance
for maintenance costs and management. The best chance to
achieve this is from the high quality restaurant.  Its valuation
concept would only be available once all costs were known but
it could potentially enable a valuation assessment for Jumbo as
it stands to be a positive figure to enable purchase.44

development revenues TABLE
OPTION

ANNUAL
ANNUAL
REVENUE USE 1 REVENUE USE 2

OTHER

OPTION 1
Adjournment

TOTAL ANNUAL
TRUST INCOME
nil

OPTION 2
Public Monument

20,000 (b)

OPTION 2A
Public monument
with restaurant
and hire space

40,500 (c)

OPTION 3
Museum

15,000 (a)

OPTION 4
Restaurant

32,500 (c)

32,500

OPTION 5
Single dwelling

24,000 (e)

24,000 (e)

OPTION 6
Apartments

36,000 (e)

36,000 (e)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

35,000 (d)

fundraising

20,000 +

fundraising

75,500 +

fundraising

15,000 +

Balkerne Tower Trust Business Plan (2013)
Balkerne Tower Trust Business Plan (2013) + 30%
restaurant - see Christie & Co. report (2015)64
visitors and hire space46
residential. It is considered that this would produce a very poor return relative to cost 47
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Funding assessment
11.1 capital and revenues

It would be negligent not to consider how
the regeneration of Jumbo could be delivered.
Indeed, this is the central question on all of our
minds because having a vision is one thing but
knowing how to bring it about is quite another.
The outline of how we think this could work is
discussed in Section 13.
Part of what will make this possible is the ability to attract
funding to the project. It is important to note at this stage
that we have assumed that no loans would be raised against
future income. This is because we believe at this stage that the
project risks are high and that this dictates a cautious approach
to future revenues. Predicted rents are therefore dedicated to
maintenance and future investment on the site rather than
reserved for the repayment of loan capital. It is also due to
our overarching approach and conservation philosophy on
this project where our options represent the minimum of
conversion and alteration in order to maintain the maximum
degree of retained fabric. A consequence of this is, of course,
a constraint upon the availability of lettable floorspace and
hence, future income.
This approach would be counter-intuitive for a commercial
developer who would wish to maximise income whilst
minimising capital costs. But Jumbo is a highly unusual
problem in this respect for, as we have already reported in
Section 11, the more floorspace that is created, the greater is the
financial deficit. It simply doesn’t add up. So minimising the
extent of alteration also minimises the cost of the works but
also curbs future income from lettable floorspace. Hence the
wish not to burden the project with loan repayments.
There exists a wide range of grant giving bodies and
organisations that are able to assist with the conservation
of buildings and areas. Many of these organisations are
charitable foundations and it is quite normal for a conservation
development to be funded from a cocktail of sources.
Hundreds of examples exist throughout the UK and people
within the Trust have direct involvement in some of these.
It would be unwise to think that therein lies the funding
solution as the individual amount of grant from each source
can be quite small, some grants are mutually exclusive and
the more substantial grant sources require matched funding.
Rules of engagement are often very complex and a great deal
of effort is needed to assemble those grants that are applicable
and to translate those into formal offers.
Most importantly, grants are rarely available for a purely
commercial development - even one that is predicted to lose
money. In the main, they are only available to not-for-profit or
charitable organisations and this has dictated the thrust of our
recommendation on how the development of Jumbo can be
realised.

Potential sources of funding for notfor-profit and charitable companies
We could not produce a detailed, fundraising strategy as
part of this study but one will certainly be required before
the project (of whatever description) moves forward. The
strategy would be an integral part of any grant application
(or loan application) process and would be quite specific on
the planned ingredients of the project. Thus, a multi-option
viability report has too many variables and lacks the necessary
focus to make this possible. However, we can outline some
of the sources of funding that are contenders in the funding
mix that helps instil a reasonable degree of confidence that
it should be possible to raise the necessary capital cost of the
works.
The grant opportunities can be summarised48 as:
•• charitable trusts and foundations
•• corporate partnerships
•• ‘friends’ schemes
•• major donors
•• gift aid
Charitable trusts and foundations
There are around 8,000 grant giving charities and foundations
that give away around £3 billion every year. Only a selection
direct their resources towards the historic environment but
even so, the list of potential sources is considerable.
Charitable trusts and foundations generally distribute
funds and award grants through the interest earned on their
investments. Generally, trusts can only give their funds to
charitable causes and as a result they can often only give to
registered charities or charitable organisations.
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CASE STUDY
The Coffin Works, Birmingham
Birmingham Conservation Trust
Located in Birmingham’s historic Jewellery
Quarter, Newman Brothers Coffin Fitting Works is
a remarkable survival of a late-Victorian purposebuilt factory, complete with large quantities of stock,
machinery and paper records. It is three storeys, built
of red brick with a slate roof, high quality brick and
stone dressings and lots of small paned cast iron
windows. It started manufacturing in 1894 and in
its heyday, at a time when Birmingham was at the
forefront of industrial production, employed over 100
people. Production ceased in 2000.
Birmingham Conservation Trust acquired the
building in 2010 and work has now been completed
to create an innovative visitor attraction combined
with commercial work units that will subsidise the
community elements.

13-15 Fleet Street, Birmingham
Listed Grade II*
Jewellery Quarter Conservation Area
Birmingham Conservation Trust
Total investment: £1,664,263
Sources of Funding:
Heritage Lottery Fund: £815,489
English Heritage: £450,000
Greater Birmingham LEP: £208,539
Birmingham City Council: £106,000
AIM Biffa award: £49,235
Charles Haywood Foundation: £20,000
Pilgrim Trust: £15,000
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CASE STUDY
Hadlow Tower, Tonbridge
Vivat Trust
The Tower, servant’s quarters, stables and coach house
are now all that remain of Hadlow Castle, a large Gothic
House of late 18th century origins. The tower was built
in 1835 but was never furnished or decorated.
In 1975 it was converted to residential use. Emergency
repairs were undertaken by Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council in 1993 which included the
dismantling of the lantern, gables and all pinnacles and
parapets.
Vivat Trust worked closely with the local authority and
a Compulsory Purchase Order was served in 2010 after
several years of legal wrangling.
The tower is now used for holiday accommodation over
five floors with a lift and spiral staircase. The lantern
and gables have all been reinstated. The Save Hadlow
Tower Action Group has been active in raising funds as
well as the projects profile and now runs a visitor centre
at the site.

Hadlow Tower, Tonbridge, Kent
Listed Grade I
Hadlow Conservation Area
Vivat Trust
Total investment: £4,200,000
Sources of Funding:
Heritage Lottery Fund: £2,000,000
English Heritage: £450,000
Country House Foundation: £250,000
Monument Trust: £300,000
Garfield Weston: £100,000
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Many of the quoted sources below are extractions from
Funding Central, the Cabinet Office sponsored search engine
(fundingcentral.org.uk) and Funds for Historic Buildings, the
Architectural Heritage Fund (http://www.ffhb.org.uk/). It is
important to appreciate that the following list is not exhaustive
and further research is required to arrive at a definitive
position. Moreover, the verbal communication we have had
so far with some of the grant sources is not a guarantee of the
certainty of the outcome. Nevertheless, the project is capable
of meeting a wide selection of qualifying criteria that make it
possible to trigger grant offers and the historic status of the
building adds further weight to the justification for financial
support.
Local or regional sources
Augustine Courtauld Trust
Grants for charities helping the disadvantaged, or carrying out
conservation projects, in Essex or certain London boroughs.
Grants may be given to assist with specific projects, or with
the general running costs of a charity.
Maximum Value: £ 2,000
Essex Community Foundation
Grants for charitable activity in the administrative county
of Essex and in particular carers, community support,
enhancing the environment and young people. Enhancing
the Environment: support for local initiatives that improve
the local quality of life by tackling environmental problems
relating to Essex, past, present and future.
Maximum Value: £ 10,000
Contact: Fran Wright. She thought there was definite scope for a
grant under their Third Sector Fund which could be applicable for
both capital works and revenue costs. The ECF are keen to connect
people and organisations who are doing similar things and it was
possible Community Voluntary Services could provide further advice
and assistance with fundraising and training.
Leslie Mary Carter Charitable Trust
Grant for registered charities undertaking projects in the fields
of welfare and the environment in Suffolk, Norfolk and Essex.
Grants total for 2013 was £136,000.
Maximum Value: Unknown
Contact: Bill White.
National sources
Funding body: Heritage Lottery Fund
Heritage grant programme
•• repair and transform a historic building at the heart of a
community

the HLF but the wider issues of community engagement,
volunteer and training opportunities, educational and learning
benefits and the long term sustainability of the project. These
are almost of equal importance to heritage value.
Contact: East of England office. A phone enquiry revealed a positive
response to the project and the advice was to carefully consider the
HLF objectives and the aspects of the project where they might apply.
The invitation was made to submit a formal enquiry with outline
details and the amount of funding being sought.
Heritage Lottery Fund
Heritage Enterprise grants
•• repair buildings for economic enterprise
•• make commercially unviable, enterprise schemes viable
through grant
Contact: Malcolm Murray. Notes from seminar held in May
2015. This grant scheme exists to close any conservation deficit
for otherwise, commercial projects. Funds are applicable to either
charities or not for profit companies but private-third sector
partnerships are allowed. After 10 years the project can be sold.
HLF outcomes have to be realised as a result of any grant. End users
would have to be part of the partnership. Everything has to be in
place at the beginning.

Historic England (formerly, English Heritage)
The organisation prioritises property and sites on the Heritage
at Risk Register but also use other, qualifying criteria for the
selection of successful applications. Grants can be used for
conservation and repair and focus their grants on those sites
which are most in need of repair and where, without our
grant, a project would not be able to go ahead.
Contact: John Neale. He would expect Historic England to grant
assist the restoration of Jumbo to a qualifying applicant.
Alan Evans Memorial Trust
Grant for UK charitable organisations involved in preserving
areas of natural beauty or historic interest. Spending in 2013
was £124,000.
Maximum Value: No maximum but the emphasis is on small
grants to many applicants
Contact: Barbara Price. She thought the project would qualify
for funding support from their Trust. Trustees meet quarterly
and have a flexible remit but the preservation of buildings is
within their objects. An application was invited.

•• regenerate an historic town centre

Belsize Charitable Trust No. 1
Grant for charitable organisations in the UK undertaking
heritage, environment and conservation projects. Spending in
2012 was £20,000.
Maximum Value: Unknown but likely to be small.

Grants are available for the restoration and interpretation of
historic buildings under this programme. The Heritage Grants
open programme is for any type of project related to the
national, regional or local heritage in the UK. Grants are only
available for not-for-profit organisations or partnerships led by
not-for-profit organisations.
Applications for funding are considered in a very competitive
environment and only projects that meet a high number of
HLF core objectives are likely to succeed.
Minimum Value: £ 100,000
It is not only the heritage asset value that is important to

Clore Dufflield Foundation
The Foundation is a grant-making charity which concentrates
its support on cultural learning, creating learning spaces
within arts and heritage organisations, leadership training
for the cultural and social sectors, social care, and enhancing
Jewish life. As such, a project that included learning and
interpretation as part of a larger, heritage initiative is likely to
meet the qualification criteria.
Grants range from below £5,000 to sums in excess of £1
million.

•• help volunteers try their hand at building conservation
•• remove an historic building from a Buildings at Risk
register
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Contact: Administration office. The Foundation confirmed that a
learning resource within Jumbo would qualify and whilst a large
proportion of their grants go to established centres the Foundation
does support specialist museums, such as the Telegraph Museum
in Cornwall (http://telegraphmuseum.org/visiting-us/about-us/).
They thought an application for a grant of around £80,000 might be
feasible.
D'Oyly Carte Charitable Trust
Grants to charities in the United Kingdom in support of causes
connected with the arts, medical welfare and the environment.
Heritage conservation within the United Kingdom based on
value to, and use by, the local community. The Trust favours
projects that seek to create a new use for fine buildings of
architectural and historic merit to encourage the widest
possible cross-section of use. (The Trust does not normally
support major restorations unless a specific element of the
work can be identified as appropriate to the aims of the Trust.)
Maximum Value: £ 5,000
Essex Heritage Trust
The Trust provides funds to individuals or bodies who are
helping to preserve and restore the heritage of Essex. It may
provide a boost to a fundraising campaign, or it
may provide grants to ensure that areas of great beauty or
interest, valuable buildings or artefacts are preserved.
Grants of £100 to £10,000 are available.
Contact: Sharon Hill. The Trust tend to provide financial
assistance for museum/ historic building interpretation
fit-outs rather than building restoration. A stage 1 Heritage
Lottery Fund pass is reassuring to their trustees who under
these circumstances, are more likely to award a grant to the
project. Trustees are familiar with the Jumbo problem.
Gannett Foundation
The Foundation provides funding to support UK registered
charities in areas in which Newsquest publications are
circulated. Grants are available for a range of community
projects that take a creative approach to local issues.
Maximum Value: £ 10,000
Contact: Wendy Brading, Colchester news room, Essex County
Standard.
Ove Arup Foundation
Grant for projects in the UK that promote understanding of
engineering and the built environment. The Foundation's
overall purpose is for ‘the advancement of education directed
towards the promotion, furtherance and dissemination of
knowledge of matters associated with the built environment
with emphasis on the multi-disciplinary nature of design in
engineering and architecture’.
Maximum Value: Unknown at present
The Pilgrim Trust
The Pilgrim Trust supports two principal areas of interest,
one of which is the preservation and promotion of Britain's
historical and intellectual assets.
The preservation of historic buildings and architectural
features, particularly projects giving a new use to buildings
that are of outstanding architectural or historic interest.
Generally, projects over £1m total cost are not considered.
However, Trustees can grant assist core costs and the cost of

initial exploratory works for organisations seeking to rescue
important buildings prior to applying to major funders.
Most grants are under £20,000..
R G Hills Charitable Trust
Grants for charitable organisations in the UK for general
charitable purposes, including environmental conservation.
Maximum Value: £ 3,500
Sainsbury Family trusts
The Sainsbury Family Charitable Trusts is the operating office
of 18 grant-making trusts established by members of the
Sainsbury family.
The (Sainsbury) Monument Trust makes grants under a
number of headings, including:
Arts and Heritage – arts, architectural and environmental
projects of national or regional importance, including galleries,
museums, and historic houses and gardens.
Unsolicited proposals received by the Trusts are likely to be
unsuccessful.
THE WOLFSON FOUNDATION
Within a very much broader range of charitable interests
the Foundation has a number of stated charitable priorities.
Historic Buildings: grants are awarded for repair to the fabric
of listed (Grade I or Grade II*) buildings that are open to the
public.. Professional fees and VAT cannot be funded. Two
stage funding application process with matched funding
required at Stage 2. A Heritage Lottery Stage 1 pass will be
considered by the Trust as matched funding for their, stage 2.
In the area of historic buildings, £250,000 was awarded for
fabric repairs at English cathedrals through a joint programme
with the Cathedrals Fabric Commission for England and the
Pilgrim Trust. Repairs to the fabric were also funded at over
90 historic church buildings, with awards totalling £425,000.
Another significant grant in this area was £165,000 for the
restoration and redevelopment of the small drawing room in
Pitzhanger Manor.
£5.2m awarded to ‘Arts and Humanities’ project themes in
2014.
Corporate partnerships
These can range from a rather loose network of advantageous
connections with the local business community to full blown
sponsorship from an international corporation. The likely level
of partnership is dependent upon the exposure and status of
the project and can either be a one-off payment or assistance
over a set period of time. There may be tax advantages for
givers.
Larger companies can encourage payroll-giving around their
organisation while ‘challenge events’ such as bike rides and
marathons can engage staff in a worthwhile cause that is also
beneficial to the organisation itself. Alternatively, companies
can provide gifts or pro-bono advice that can have enormous
value as would a dedicated secondment to the project to help
with expertise where most needed.
Importantly, corporate partnerships can bring in funding for
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either capital cost or revenue support - the latter being usually
the more difficult area to fund for other organisations. Income
or value from these sources can therefore range from a small
cash sum to many thousands of pounds.
‘Friends’ schemes
These are where the public become supporters of the project
via regular payments and sometime, by volunteering. They
would expect to receive in return some benefits that are
not available to non-members which can be in the form of
exclusive newsletters, ‘behind the scenes’ tours both during
and after completion of the building works or a recognition
board that records benefactors.
A Friends scheme is particularly suitable for projects that have
a public benefit that is either social, environmental, cultural or
economic.
The benefit of building up a loyal, donor base cannot be over
emphasised and this can be valuable future revenue as well as
vital contributions towards capital costs.
Major donors
This is an individual donor who gives a sum of money that
is very much more than other donors. It could be a relatively
small sum or might be over £1m. Targeted approaches to a
tailored list of individuals is key and these usually take place
at personal meetings following an introduction. Relationships
may need to be established over a period of time before
a contribution is forthcoming but this can be a very timeefficient method of fundraising.
The key is identifying ‘high net worth individuals’ that
are likely to be sympathetic to the project and ensuring the
approach is both appropriate and timely. A ‘scatter-gun’
strategy is definitely not suitable. The potential of attracting
a major donor or donors to the Jumbo project has yet to be
assessed.
Gift aid
This scheme increases the value of donations to UK taxpayers
by allowing the charitable organisation to claim back the tax
already paid on that donation. The scheme is not applicable to
corporate donations.
If set up properly, it allows a project to claim back all tax from
all donations from individuals however received.
Legacies
Often overlooked, but legacies from the Wills of individuals
amount to the single largest source of donations to charitable
organisations in the UK. The Beneficiaries tend to be in the
health and animal welfare sectors but environmental projects
also receive substantial sums this way. Government’s Legacy10
programme aims to expand legacy giving and the cultural
sector is expected to expand in the near future.49

11.2 other possible sources of funding
Crowdfunding
This is the practice of funding a project by raising many small
amounts of money from a large number of people, usually
via the Internet. The amount raised can be quite small but the
platform brings with it the added advantage of being able to
create a marketing campaign around it, increasing the reach
of information to those that might become donors via legacies
etc.

As an example of what can be achieved, Liverpool’s iconic
‘Bombed out church’ was under pressure to be sold off for
development due to local authority cuts, but the crowd raised
the funds required to ensure the future of the building and its
use as a community space. Bombed out church raised £20,260
from 549 backers in 56 days. See;
http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/Bombed-Out-Church?af=fun
dingcentral?af=fundingcentral
The target has to be very specific and engaging for people to
contribute but is possible that the Jumbo project generally
is sufficiently engaging to muster support across a wide
community of people. The key is being able to drive internet
traffic to the crowdfunding link that is typically via a project
web site.
Colchester Borough Council
The pace at which the town is growing is well-known and
the Borough Council accept the need to bring forward more
facilities in tandem with this growth…….’Colchester is
one of the fastest growing districts in the country in terms
of population. More facilities are needed for this growing
population. Colchester is an investment hotspot with some
£3bn being invested across five regeneration areas in North
Colchester, St Botolph’s in the town centre, the Garrison, The
Hythe and also at the Knowledge Gateway at the University of
Essex.’ With this in mind, it may be possible to seek a financial
contribution from the Community Infrastructure Levy which
is designed for such a purpose as it ‘………..allows the
levy to be used to fund a very broad range of facilities such
as play areas, parks and green spaces, cultural and sports
facilities,……….
Grant suggested: £50,000 for capital costs + £5,000 for
additional studies
We have yet to approach CBC to ascertain the possibility of
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CIL as a source of funding.
Community Interest Company
The Community Interest Company (CIC) is a relatively new
type of company established by the Companies (Audit,
Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act 2004 and
regulated by The Community Interest Company Regulations
2005. The CIC model is designed to provide an effective
legal form for enterprises which aim to provide benefit to the
community or to trade with a “social purpose,” rather than to
make a profit.
While social or community enterprises may elect to become
charities, in many cases this is not possible, and in others it
may not be desirable. CICs therefore occupy an important
position in company law – they are a means of making clear
that the intention of an enterprise is to provide community
benefit, while also conferring many of the advantages
commonly associated with a limited company.
A CIC may be limited by shares or by guarantee. Most are
limited by guarantee. CICs limited by shares are subject to
a dividend cap. This is a means of making sure that, while
investment can be generated through issuing shares, the CIC
model cannot be exploited for personal gain. In this way,
the CIC can reassure the public that the motives behind it
are genuine, while still maintaining an effective means of
attracting financial support.

the long-term future of a place of heritage signiﬁcance, and
sometimes other public beneﬁts, provided it is satisﬁed that
the balance of public advantage lies in doing so. The public
beneﬁts are paid for by the value added to land as a result of
the granting of planning permission for its development.
Enabling development (ED) is not a statutory term, but was
conﬁrmed as a legitimate planning tool in 1988 when the
Court ofAppeal, in R v. Westminster City Council ex parte
Monahan,upheld the validity of a planning permission
authorising ofﬁce development, even though contrary to the
development plan, on the basis that it would provide funds to
improve the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, unobtainable
by other means. Often, enabling development (ED) takes the
form of residential development within the curtilage of a large,
historic property that would not otherwise attract the funds
for its restoration. Most recently, this was agreed at St Osyth’s
Priory, Essex.
English Heritage guidance on ED establishes the exacting
criteria for its consideration but critically, it emphasises that:
•• ED is development that would not otherwise meet adopted
local planning policies, and
•• is a strategy of last resort when other sources of funding
are not available or are insufficient to conserve the heritage
asset, and

•• ED should be used to achieve a definable public benefit,
and
CICs are designed specifically so that an individual, or a group
of individuals, can set up a limited company in order to benefit
•• the amount of ED should always be the minimum necessary
the community. The philanthropic nature of such enterprises
to secure the conservation objectives.
may make them appear similar to charities; however, there are
several key differences which render CICs unique and which
How can ED benefit a conservation project? This is best
can often serve to make them a more attractive proposition.
illustrated as follows:
Most notably, CICs are not subject to the onerous regulation
cost of land (between £0 and less than market development
that can be synonymous with registering and running a
charity. They are able to have a much more commercial nature, value) + cost of enabling development - value of completed
enabling development = £value of ED to the conservation
and can also benefit from some of the advantages of limited
project.
companies (such as limited liability and the ability to issue
shares and pay dividends). This provides relative freedom in
Or put another way, as a hypothetical project:
terms of the day-to-day running of the CIC, provided that the
relevant caps and regulations are adhered to.
•• land cost say, 1 acre at £50,000 per acre
A CIC can also be owned by a charity in the same manner as
would apply to a Charitable Trading Company, meaning that a •• development costs of 15 homes say, £2,700,000
CIC can be used as the “trading arm” of a parent charity.50
•• value of completed development say, £3,750,000
EARNED INCOME
This can arise from rents arising out of any lettable space, sales
from directly managed outlets or charges from site admission
etc. Earned income can be used to pay for project on-costs or
to raise capital if there is a substantial surplus. An estimate of
the total value of earned income for each of the development
options within this report is given in Section 11.
Enabling Development

‘Enabling development’ is development that
would be unacceptable in planning terms but
for the fact that it would bring public beneﬁts
sufﬁcient to justify it being carried out, and
which could not otherwise be achieved.51
While normally a last resort, it is an established and useful
planning tool by which a community may be able to secure

To reiterate, enabling development allows local authorities to
consider allowing development that would not normally be
allowed in order to facilitate the conservation of a heritage
asset for the benefit of the community at large. In our
hypothetical example above, 1 acre of non-residential land
is brought forward for residential development so that the
savings in the cost of acquiring the land can be used to provide
a conservation subsidy of £1 million.
As the curtilage of Jumbo amounts to only the minimum of
land, it is assumed that land elsewhere would be necessary
to build the ED. The choice of land to be developed is clearly
important as it has to have a sufficiently lesser current use
value than say, residential land to allow the difference between
the lower, existing value and the higher development land
value to be extracted. Fundamentally, the choice of site also
has to be otherwise acceptable to the local planning authority
taking into account the conservation objectives and the English
Heritage guidance.
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The Guidance clarifies this matter:

Criteria

Enabling development that would secure the future of a
signiﬁcant place, but contravene other planning policy
objectives, should be unacceptable unless:

The ED will secure the long-term future of the
place and, where applicable, its continued use for a
sympathetic purpose

•• it will not materially harm the heritage values of the place
or its setting
•• it avoids detrimental fragmentation of management of the
place
•• it will secure the long-term future of the place and,where
applicable,its continued use for a sympathetic purpose
•• it is necessary to resolve problems arising from the inherent
needs of the place, rather than the circumstances of the
present owner, or the purchase price paid
•• sufﬁcient subsidy is not available from any other source
•• it is demonstrated that the amount of enabling
development is the minimum necessary to secure the future
of the place,and that its form minimises harm to other
public interests
•• the public beneﬁt of securing the future of the signiﬁcant
place through such enabling development decisively
outweighs the disbeneﬁts of breaching other public policies.
All of the above criteria must be met.
It is not possible to definitively provide answers to these
requirements within this study, by way of establishing if it
may be necessary to consider ED as part of the funding mix
for securing the future of Jumbo. For example, the question as
to whether or not the public benefits outweigh any disbenefits
of breaching policy is most properly the responsibility
of Colchester Borough Council who maintain strategic
responsibilities for sound planning.
However, it is possible to offer an opinion within the
limitations of the scope of this study and the expertise at our
disposal, as follows:
Criteria

The ED will not materially harm the heritage values of
the place or its setting.
Enabling development normally occurs within the curtilage
of the historic building that it seeks to preserve or at least,
on adjacent land that forms part of the same ownership.
However, siting ED in proximity to a building of special
interest can clearly result in a concern in regard to the impact
that this may have upon it’s setting and its historic curtilage.
However, this is not applicable in this instance as Jumbo has
insufficient land around it to develop as ED. Instead, land
elsewhere within the Borough would need to be found and
as a consequence, harm to the ‘heritage values’ would be
avoided.
Criteria

The ED avoids detrimental fragmentation of
management of the place
This criterion is not applicable in this instance as land
elsewhere within the Borough would need to be found and as
a consequence, ‘detrimental fragmentation’ would be avoided.

It is possible that enabling development could provide
the funding necessary to allow any of the development
options put forward in this study to go ahead. However,
the financial interaction between the criteria is complex but
the cost appraisal within this study is based upon our best
understanding of what might be possible. For example, the
long-term future of Jumbo is highly dependent upon future
income from rents, visitors and participants but in order for
the ultimate option the greatest chance of success, the amount
of ED required (were this to prove necessary) should be
pitched so as avoid the necessity for a funding gap loan.
The long-term future of Jumbo is also secured by the
comprehensive restoration of the primary building elements
that will require only routine maintenance thereafter. The cost
of maintenance has been built into the emerging cost plan.
Criteria

The ED is necessary to resolve problems arising
from the inherent needs of the place, rather than the
circumstances of the present owner, or the purchase
price paid.
If nothing else, this study has demonstrated the unique status
of Jumbo for the town of Colchester. While it can be said that
there is generally a collective impact of buildings within the
historic core of the town, there are very few buildings that
have an individual, iconic impact in the way Jumbo does.
Above all else, the inherent need of the tower is to maintain
this impact for the benefit of future generations. This it can
only do if sufficient investment is made to secure its fabric as
deferment of such investment is no longer a realistic option.
In the absence of 100% grant funding, or from other identified
sources, ED is the only legitimate additional subsidy available
to save the building.
The additional desire to maintain the openness of the legs
of the structure and to enable the community and visitors to
enjoy the view from the top, the expectations and restrictions
on its future use both limit its commercial development
potential and also its long term, commercial value. Under
these circumstances, this criterion is met.
Criteria

That sufﬁcient subsidy is not available from any other
source.
See above, for an assessment of possible sources of grant
funding. The degree of financial assistance from these sources
cannot be predicted with any confidence at this stage and only,
formal, pre-application enquiries would help to build up a
picture of likely support. It would however, first be necessary
to obtain evidence of a commitment to sell or lease Jumbo to
an appropriate organisation before such applications could
be processed. This work would be undertaken, subject to the
above commitment, at a later Project Development stage. Only
after all sources of potential funding had been investigated
and exhausted could an estimate be made of the need for or
extent of enabling development.
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Criteria

It is demonstrated that the amount of enabling
development is the minimum necessary to secure the
future of the place, and that its form minimises harm to
other public interests.
Refer to discussion on previous criteria, above.
Avoidance of harm to other public interests is a Planning
objective and will need to be delivered through the selection
of a site for enabling development that is appropriate and
in general compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework. In other respects, any development should
minimise potential harm to the landscape and bio-diversity
and take full account of the requirements of highway and
building design policies and standards.
Criteria

The public beneﬁt of securing the future of the
signiﬁcant place through such enabling development
decisively outweighs the disbeneﬁts of breaching other
public policies.
Certainly, a scheme that is made viable through enabling
development would secure the future of Jumbo and this can be
contrasted with any commercial scheme that is demonstrably,
financially unviable. Thus, and in the case where there
was a shortfall in the amount of grant assistance available
and the cost of a project, only a scheme enabled by off-site
development can secure the future of Jumbo which as a project
would outweigh the disbenefits of breaching other public
policies.
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11.3 Conclusions - funding
Of course, we cannot be certain that the sources of grant cited
above will provide the funding the project requires but our
enquiries lead us to believe that our preliminary assumptions
are reasonable. We have already emphasised that obtaining
grant assistance is a highly competitive process where only the
best schemes that deliver the most outcomes are successful.
But in order to ‘put a stake in the ground’ on this issue the
following tables suggest a menu of funding that may be
possible but is very much an indicative presentation rounded

up for clarity. It should be noted that the proportion of
funding assumed from the Heritage Lottery Fund is
reduced on Option 4 as a reflection of the lesser potential of
this option to deliver public access and participation within
the historic building.
Both funding scenarios will be tested as part of a more
detailed viability study if the project is taken forward
but only one option would be selected for formal, grant
applications.

Option 2A

FUNDING SOURCE

Heritage Lottery fund

8%

POTENTIAL
AMOUNT
£2,100,000

Historic England

£250,000

Grant Giving Charities

£150,000

10%

69%

2%
Heritage Lottery fund

5%

Historic England
Grant Giving Charities

(see notes)

Public Appeal & Fundraising
Public Appeal &
Fundraising

£50,000

Volunteer Input

£300,000

SIB/Big Lottery  
(Power to Change)

£200,000

say,

Volunteer Input

8%

SIB/Big Lottery  
(Power to Change)

£3,000,000

Option 4
FUNDING SOURCE

8%

POTENTIAL
AMOUNT

10%
Heritage Lottery fund

50%

£1,500,000

Historic England

£250,000

Grant Giving Charities
(see notes)

£650,000

2%

Heritage Lottery fund
Historic England
Grant Giving Charities
Public Appeal & Fundraising

Public Appeal &
Fundraising

£50,000

Volunteer Input

£300,000

SIB/Big Lottery  
(Power to Change)

£200,000

Volunteer Input
SIB/Big Lottery  
(Power to Change)

21%

say, £3,000,000

Note: It should be borne in mind that there is a direct correlation between the achievable rents
within the commercial spaces and the capital cost of their development contribution.

8%
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The largest, single grant source is likely to be the Heritage
Lottery Fund. We believe Option 2a would qualify but it must
address the target outcomes of the grant programme which
includes more than physical works. Not every HLF desired
outcome has to be achieved but the more the project delivers,
the greater the chance of a successful grant bid. The HLF
outcomes are for Heritage, People and Communities.
As a result of HLF investment...
Heritage
•• heritage will be better managed
•• heritage will be in better condition
•• heritage will be better interpreted and explained
•• heritage will be identified/recorded
People

Of course, even with HLF funding there will need to be a
substantial effort to attract funding from other sources. This
is particularly true for Option 4 as we suspect that the level
of support possible from the HLF would be substantially less
than for Option 2a. This is not to say that Option 4 could not
attract funding sufficient to make up the shortfall but rather,
the task would be that much more of a challenge.
If the cost of phase 1 works to the public realm at £500,000
were added to the project costs, and at this stage we would
recommend that they are, the funding mix and proportions
would alter as it is possible that additional funding sources
could be used, such as the Community Infrastructure
Levy or Section 106.52 A commitment in principle to this is
given in the Better Town Centre document, published by
Colchester Borough Council. A possible funding mix for these
landscaping works could be:

•• people will have developed skills

Community
Infrastructure Levy

Heritage
Lottery Fund

Enabling
Development

•• people will have learnt about heritage

£250,000

£100,000

£150,000

•• people would have changed their attitudes
and/ or behaviour

•• people will have had an enjoyable experience
•• people will have volunteered time
Communities
•• environmental impacts would have been reduced
•• more people and a wider range of people will have
engaged with heritage
•• the local area/ community will be a better place
to live, work or visit
•• the local economy will be boosted
•• the developing Trust/organisation will be more resilient
Further work needs to be done to see how the Jumbo project
could help deliver these priorities. In particular, the Trust
needs to develop ideas (perhaps in association with the
BTT and the Colchester & Ipswich Museums Service) as to
how it can engage the community so that as wide a range of
people as possible feel part of the project and make tangible
contributions to its success.
This may amount to production of a living memory record of
people who worked in the water supply industry and within
Jumbo as oral history, cataloguing and digitising material
held in archives and elsewhere, establishing a conservation
skills training scheme to operate alongside the main works
contractor, or training new people to be ambassadors and
storytellers for Jumbo.
It is sometime possible to achieve a very high percentage
grant from the HLF but it is essential to bear in mind that
applications to the programme are highly competitive. Grant
requests for more than £2m are considered by the HLF Board
of Trustees who will have a range of nationally significant
projects to consider at each meeting. If the benefits of the
Jumbo project are to stand out from the crowd of competing
bids the submission for Stage 1 funding has to be entirely
complete, comprehensive and convincing.

The uplift in the enabling development subsidy to the project
would translate into a requirement for one additional house
being approved.
At present, a sum of £50,000 is within the cost plan for all
options other than Option 1, for hard landscaping works to the
base of Jumbo.
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Economic viability
12.1 Economic viability is important on three
levels. First, any commercial scheme would
be expected to be economically viable to an
acceptable level that takes account of the risk
involved. It would be fair to say that most
developers would expect a financial return
of around 25% on a development of this type
after allowing a substantial contingency sum.
Some specialist developers are able through
their direct experience of historic building
development to operate at a lower margin but
rarely would this be less than 15%.
Secondly, the intended after-use has to be economically
viable over time. That is, ensuring the development produces
sufficient annual income through rents, service charges or
rising capital value to be able to invest in the essential works
to sustain the development and reasonable expectations of
future value.
Thirdly, Planning Policy Statement 5 makes clear that the
optimum use for an historic building is not necessarily the
most economically viable use but is one that is able to sustain
itself and cause ‘less than substantial harm’. Thus, in assessing
proposals for the future use of Jumbo we need to be aware
that the optimum choice for a developer (presumably, the
option that produces the highest return) is not necessary the
optimum choice in regard to national planning policy and
guidance.
The above statements would be applicable to the vast majority
of developments affecting designated heritage assets within
Colchester and elsewhere. A combination of demand and
end value drives the development sector. However, we
know from work undertaken in recent years53 that every
commercial development scenario that has been tested for
Jumbo has proven to be economically unviable. Of course,
this has not stopped schemes coming forward and seeking
planning permission but doubt is cast in these circumstances
on the intent to implement the permission were it granted.
There are always exceptions to normal, developer behaviour
where someone is willing to accept a theoretical financial
loss because either, it is a project that they intend to retain in
the long term and could hope to turn a loss on day 1 into a
profit at some distant date in the future or is perhaps a ‘Grand
Design’ ambition where outcome is of greater importance
than the bottom line. Such schemes are few and far between
but examples do exist and we should not rule them out
entirely in the case of Jumbo.
Developing Jumbo in the way we recommend introduces an
alternative way of looking at economic viability. Viability will
be determined simply by:
•• the attainment of sufficient grant and subsidy to cover the
capital costs
•• achieving sufficient annual income to cover the revenue
costs

This assumes the project can meet the commercial expectations
of the proposed operators.
The grant requirements for delivering Option 2a and Option
4 are set out in para 12.3 and we are reasonably confident that
this degree of external, funding support from the proposed,
cocktail of sources can be justified. For Option 2a grants
amount to 88% (£2,650,000) in our illustrated table leaving a
top up requirement of 12% of development costs (£350,000)
via local fund raising and support. For Option 4 the challenge
will be to bring in around 21% of development costs via grant
giving charities (excluding the HLF & SIB).
Were there to be a significant shortfall it would be necessary
to consider enabling development. The way in which this
is considered from a policy perspective is that, as we have
previously mentioned, it must represent the minimum
necessary to secure the heritage asset.54 Thus the final amount
required via this route can only be identified after final and
best offers are received from other sources.
We should point out that we have been reasonably cautious
in our estimate of the potential percentage contribution from
the Heritage Lottery Fund for Option 4 which is 50%. This is
because we feel that this option would not achieve the same
amount of preferred, grant outcomes as Option 2a. This option
would require a HLF grant of around 69% which is getting
close to the upper range of HLF grants at around 75% of
project costs. Were a lesser proportion sought for Option 2a,
the better the chances would be of achieving a HLF Stage 1
pass.
The Christie and Co. report compares the relative, commercial
merits of the restaurant in Option 4 and Option 2a. They
advise that either restaurant options would be attractive in
the market but Option 2a would be more capable of attracting
passing and daytime trade. They believe that ‘the property
would be well placed for a potential operator to operate at the
upper end of the market assuming a good quality offering. This
also applies to the drinks pricing’. It is anticipated that Option
2a would generate circa £40,000 pa in gross rental (Option 4
circa £32,000). Importantly, our consultants ..’are of the opinion
that the likely pool of potential tenants would be restricted under
Option 4 with the element of ‘risk’ increased compared with the more
commonplace commercial units situated along the High Street.’
Nevertheless, we propose that both Option 2a and Option 4
be taken forward to the next stage of analysis so that we may
more firmly establish the economic viability of each.
The table in para. 10.3 shows the likely annual income for
option 2a would be around £70,000 derived from visitors to
the attraction, income from the hire of the upper floorspace
and from the lease income from the restaurant. The costs that
would normally be borne by the landlord were estimated
by Morley Riches & Ablewhite in 2013 to be around £26,000
pa55 that applied to the Plater Claiborne Option J where the
building was intensively converted by adding new floors
etc. It might be reasonable to say that the landlord element of
the running costs for our Option 2a will be less than the 2013
figure but in any event, the income estimated for option 2a
comfortably exceeds this revenue cost. In these circumstances
one would expect the project to accumulate the excess revenue
income to be a financial buffer against unpredictable events,
such as the bankruptcy of a tenant.
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current value
12.2 We also need to consider the market value of the site
at the time of acquisition. We know that the current owner
purchased Jumbo for £190,000 (plus auction costs) in 2014.
The RICS defines Market value as …….The estimated amount
for which a property should exchange on the date of valuation
between a willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s-length
transaction after proper marketing wherein the parties had each
acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion. Also,
…………..’The value of the land is based upon what the land might
be expected to realise if sold in the open market by a willing seller.
However, it is assumed that you would only be willing to sell at the
best price which you could reasonably achieve in the open market’.56
The value of our options could be derived from the expected
revenues. This (capitalisation) approach is widely applied
in appraising income-producing properties. Anticipated
present and future net operating income, as well as any future
reversions, are discounted to a present worth figure through
the capitalisation process. The calculation contains several
variables including length and type of lease and interest rates
which at this stage are unknown. The amount of information
required is quite extensive to avoid being too speculative
that would render the figures untrustworthy. Drilling down
to this level of detail cannot reasonably be done at this stage
but would need to accompany formal grant applications were
these to be made.
Ultimately, an independent valuation of Jumbo would have
the benefit of the knowledge of market evidence of what was
achieved at auction but a purchaser who is fully informed and
in the knowledge of potential, enforced repairs could lead to a
significantly negative valuation.
This of course assumes that an outright purchase of Jumbo
would be necessary. There are alternative routes to charitable
development that allow the freehold ownership to remain
provided a lease of sufficient duration is given on the site.
Were this to be the case it is possible that the perceived,
present site value is gradually recouped by the owner via an
annual ground rent.
Agreement of a fair rent would be of interest to grant giving
organisations who would need to be satisfied that charitable
funding was not simply being channelled back to a private
individual. We would expect the business plan for the project
to demonstrate that this would not be the case and rather the
ground rent would be met from the operating profits of the
scheme as a whole.
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Deliverability
13.1 present day and future market
perspective
This is of course the key to any assessment of viability and for
reasons that we have explained elsewhere, our conclusions on
this matter are that Jumbo cannot be commercially developed
by the private sector without incurring a substantial financial
loss.

These conclusions suggest that Jumbo is best delivered by a
charitable organisation which either acquire, develops and
runs the project itself or do so in partnership with others.
This may include tenants who run aspects of the project on a
not for profit or commercial basis (subject to qualification of
grant rules). The new arrangements for Community Interest
It is highly unlikely a private sector development within this
Companies could offer some potential as a vehicle for running
location would be able to attract grant aid that would turn a
the project once the physical works are complete, possibly
mixed-use investment into a viable proposition. Under normal, under the umbrella of a freeholding trust/charity. Such an
commercial investment scenarios, this would not allow the
arrangement may be beneficial in that it would separate the
development to take place. However, exceptions do exist charitable purpose of conservation of the monument from
such as where the project is of a ‘self-build’ nature that is not
the commercial operation of Jumbo as a business, albeit a
reliant upon loan capital or where it can best be described as
community-focused one.
a ‘vanity project’ by a wealthy individual where making a
return is of less importance to making a mark. In both of these Bearing this and para. 12.2 in mind, and to clarify the possible
unusual circumstances the owner-developer could see a return delivery arrangements for each option, the following table
of the expended capital at some distant point in the future
provides a summary:
were the site sold when the market value catches up with the
outturn cost. The length of time between project completion
and cost/value equalisation is of course dependent upon the
size of the original gap.
For the purposes of the study we have excluded this
possibility as a credible solution for saving Jumbo.
Whilst grant assistance can be generally ruled out for a
private project as indicated there does remain another form
of subsidy that can be used - enabling development. This
would require the developer to utilise land elsewhere of a low
value for speculative development where the financial gain
from betterment can be moved across into the conservation
project. We have indicated that this may be necessary even if
Jumbo were to be developed by a charitable organisation with
access to grants but it also is a possibility for a purely, private
venture. The main difference of an ED scheme undertaken by
a company developing Jumbo and a charitable/ not for profit
organisation is in the amount of ED that would be necessary
to generate sufficient capital to make the conservation project
viable.
It should therefore be borne in mind:
•• that a commercial development cannot attract gap funding
from public or charitable sources whereas a charitable or
public interest/ not-for-profit organisation can.
•• it has previously been judged that previous options for
development harmed the unique characteristics of the
structure that justify its Grade II * status
•• only a low-key conversion will maintain the historic
integrity of Jumbo and that a consequence of this will be a
minimum of lettable floorspace becoming available.
•• enabling development could be an option for a private,
commercial scheme but the rules on its applicability dictate
that the project must be the minimum necessary to preserve
the heritage asset - not to provide the capital to undertake a
loss-making, comprehensive development.
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DELIVERY OF OPTIONS TABLE

FREEHOLDER

DEVELOPER (head
leaseholder)

SubLEASEHOLDER

RESPONSIBILITY FOR
ADDITIONAL FIT-OUT

OPTION 1

current owner or
developer

charity or similar
organisation

none

none

OPTION 2

current owner or
developer

charity or similar
organisation

Community Interest
Company

Community Interest
Company

OPTION 2A

current owner or
developer

charity or similar
organisation

Community Interest
Company +
restaurant operator

Community Interest
Company +
head leaseholder

OPTION 3

current owner or
developer

charity or similar
organisation

charity or similar
organisation

head leaseholder

OPTION 4

current owner or
developer

charity or similar
organisation

restaurant operator

head/sub leaseholder

OPTION 5

developer

charity or similar
organisation

property developer

property developer

OPTION 6

developer

charity or similar
organisation

property developer

property developer
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13.2 project development
Of course, this study is only a preliminary indicator for an
alternative delivery mechanism to a private sector project.
Whilst it will suggest if the approach is financially viable, it
lacks the depth of research and detail necessary to answer all
the questions, the primary ones being:
•• can the building be acquired on a basis that can be funded?
•• what will the conversion look like and is there a good
chance of gaining planning permission/ listed building
consent?
•• what will be the ‘full cost-plan’, project costs? (tender prices
will come later in stage C)
•• how will this be funded?
•• who will occupy and operate the spaces?

As a successful Stage 1 HLF bid gives an applicant an
80% or better chance of success at Stage 258, preparing
and developing a Stage 1 bid is a key task and requires
funding and resources to achieve – given the work
undertaken to date the cost of the Stage 1 bid is likely to
be £20-30,000.
The cost of this work could be funded primarily by the
Architectural Heritage Fund59 and the Heritage Lottery
Fund. A suggestion for the mix of financial contributions
thought appropriate and achievable is shown in table
below. Part of this expenditure will be in establishing a
project development team (see Appendix III) who are
able to advise the trust on every stage of the scheme and
to liaise with the raft of other organisations who would
be involved.

•• what will be the precise, arising, revenue costs and income?
A further report will be necessary.
We recommend that this is undertaken as part of a Stage 1 bid
to the Heritage Lottery Fund.
The HLF grant bidding process is in two stages with a
successful Stage1 bid providing significant funding towards
the development costs including scheme design to RIBA Stage
E (new RIBA Stage 3), detailed cost plan, an activity plan
(outlining the engagement and involvement of the community,
volunteering activities, training opportunities etc), a long term
costed management and maintenance plan, legal and specialist
consultant fees and client costs such as a project development
officer and office and accommodation costs.

FUNDING SOURCE

POTENTIAL
AMOUNT

16%
Heritage Lottery fund

£10,000

Architectural Heritage
fund

£5,000

Colchester Borough
Council

£5,000

Historic England

£5,000

Volunteer Input/ Trust

£5,000

33%
Heritage Lottery fund
Architectural Heritage Fund
Colchester Borough Council
Historic England

£30,000

Volunteer Input/ Trust

16%

16%

16%
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A timescale or programme for the sequence of decisions and
activity necessary to take a project to completion is difficult
to forecast at this early stage as there are many uncertainties
at present. However, the timescale for an application to
the Heritage Lottery Fund and ultimate decision is more
predictable in that projects receive a Stage 1 pass within 6
months of submission after which an applicant has up to
24 months to submit a Stage 2 application that itself will be
decided within 6 months.

A

•
•
•
•
•

B

• dissemination of outcomes
• applications for capital funding

C

•
•
•
•

The length of time leading up to a possible start on site is of
course commensurate with the amount of charitable funding
that this project requires. However, the time will be well-spent
and the simplified list opposite does not reflect the totality of
research, consultation, negotiation, training and promotion
that will take place throughout this period.

D

• enabling development if required
(extending the programme by 18 mths.)
• total required funding attained
• building sold or leased
• works contracts begin

0

9

18

24

Project
development

Options
Appraisal

A

30

42

Further consultation
agreement to sell
agreement to proceed
PD grant applications / approvals
appointment of consultancy team

further info gathering
planning applications /decisions
sale contract drafted
works tenders invited

48

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

Heritage Lottery

Heritage Lottery

B

C
Other grant
applications
& funding
opportunities

Note:
It may be possible to condense the time line leading up
to Stage 1 so that this occurs within the next 12 months
if we are able to make good progress on further project
development work. Obtaining an early decision on the
necessary funding for this work will help in this regard.

Months

D

Enabling development
(if required)
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13.3 compulsory acquisition
If agreement to acquire is not obtained an alternative would be
for Colchester Borough Council to use compulsory purchase
powers in a ‘back-to-back arrangement with the Trust or similar
organisation. The procedures for this are well rehearsed60 and
other local authorities such as Great Yarmouth BC have used these
powers most effectively. The majority of Compulsory Purchase
Orders made for historic building acquisitions end up being settled
by agreement without continuing the process to conclusion.
It is important to note that the effects of the CPO on the value of a
property are ignored when assessing compensation. Instead, the
land is valued on the basis of its open market value without any
increase or decrease attributable to the scheme of development
which underlies the CPO.61
The major advantages of the CPO route is that it provides certainty
in that the problem will be resolved once and for all and that it is
generally popular with local communities.
A drawback of this route is in the uncertainty of the level of
financial compensation that is often settled some time after the
site is secured. However, this need not hold the project back as the
time line for securing a Stage 2 pass via the Heritage Lottery Fund
is considerable and certainly longer than a CPO route from start to
finish, which usually takes around 18 months.62
CPO ROUTE MAP

0

18 months
Compensation

Repairs
Notice
served

CPO
served

No objections

CPO confirmed

Possession

OBJECTIONS
Inquiry or by
written
representations

CPO confirmed
or otherwise

Possession by
agreement or a
General Vesting
Declaration

Compensation
agreed or
determined by
tribunal

Possession
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14.0 Informed critique of the options
The Trust invited comments on the first draft of this study from the
following organisations:
•• The building owner, Mr P. Flatman
•• The Balkerne Tower Trust
•• Colchester Borough Council (all relevant departments)
•• Historic England (previously, English Heritage)
•• The Victorian Society
•• SAVE Britain’s Heritage
•• Visit England
•• Colchester Civic Society
•• Sport England
•• The Mercury Theatre
•• Ancient Monuments Society
•• Anglian Ruskin University
•• Essex University
Comments and corrections arising from this consultation have been
included in this amended document. We await feedback from several
of these organisations and when received, will be considered by the
Working Group and the report will be updated or supplemented as
appropriate.
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See, for example, the Architectural Heritage Fund web site.
Minutes of the Municipal Waterworks Committee, August 1881
Ten Men and Colchester, Andrew Phillips (1998)
It is believed that the water tank level was maintained well below its capacity out
of a concern of its ability to withstand the pressure of water, although, in practice,
this claim is exaggerated as evidenced by the water line rust mark on the inside of
the tank.
Crosby, Tony. The Public Water Supply in Essex 1850-1939. Essex County Council,
1999.
but see Section 5 for other examples with arched form.
English Heritage advice to CBC on planning application.
Jumbo, The Morton Partnership (2009)
Sandstone from Scotland. This stone was also used for the base of the Statue of
Liberty.
AOC report (2005)
ibid
Crosby, Tony. The Public Water Supply in Essex 1850-1939. Essex County Council,
1999.
Approx. 140lbs/sq ft pressure for every 1 metre of height
More information on this entire subject can be found in Ten Men and Colchester,
Andrew Phillips (1998)
Colchester Historic Buildings Forum (2013)
English Heritage, Royal Naval Hospital (1992). (Although the ‘public supply’
typology is invariably larger and more ‘engineered’ in style - DLB)
Water towers of all types including small structures forming part of another
building. Some list descriptions are quite vague in this respect which may mean
the total number of towers in England may not be exactly this number.
Dame Mary Bollers, Wakefield may possibly have been a water tower. If so, this
would then total 6 no.
Culford (but under-built to ground floor), Jumbo, Bridport Road and Ormskirk
Jumbo recording report, AOC Archaeology Group (2005)
B. Barton, Water Towers of Britain (2003)
correspondence and Section 216 Notices from CBC of various dates
Whilst the red exterior colour of the tank has become emblematic of Jumbo it will
probably be necessary to restore the tank using a modern, epoxy or polyester paint
with a similar colour finish. These paints have the advantage of a long life - 30
years before re-application is necessary.
Replacing the existing copper sheet roof with lead sheet was proposed by others,
although we are unable to determine who.
It should be noted that the archaeological survey of 2005 (AOC Archaeology
Group) commented on cracks they found within the tank panels as follows:
North side top row. 5th panel from the left. cracked and split.
West side
top row, second panel from left. cracked and split
South side top row, 9th panel from left. cracked and split
South side second row. 10th panel from left. cracked and split
East side
top row. 10th panel from left. pierced
East side
top row. 10th panel from left. pierced
“Appealing to families has been a key part of the out-of-home market’s
evolution,” says Cyril Lavenant, director of Foodservice UK at the NPD Group.
“Occasions featuring children are driving growth completely, with adult-only
occasions in decline.”, Restaurant and casual dining insight report, The Caterer
(2014)
Experian marketing services, Sept 2012
The existing barrier around the lower walkway is unsuitable and aS ‘unclimbable’
adaptation would be needed. The possibility of a person committing suicide from
this level is slight but does exist. The Office of National Statistics provides data on
this and suicide by falling make up less than 5% of all suicides and the suicide rate
in the East of England is the second lowest in the country.
See, Jane Jacobs, The life and death of Great American Cities (1961)
The Community Infrastructure Levy is a planning charge, introduced by the
Planning Act 2008 as a tool for local authorities in England and Wales to help
deliver infrastructure to support the development of their area. In areas where
a community infrastructure levy is in force, land owners and developers must
pay the levy to the local council. The charges are set by the council, based on the
size and type of the new development. The money raised from the community
infrastructure levy can be used to support development by funding infrastructure
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that the council, local community and neighbourhoods want, like new or safer road
schemes, park improvements or a new health centre.
The Townscape Heritage Initiative is a grant programme that is directed at
the improvement of historic environments where intervention is likely to lead
to bringing about better economic performance that will make places more
sustainable. THI schemes are usually run by the local council and always include
a cocktail of funding from additional sources to build up the funding pot for the
scheme. This can include financial contributions from landowners, the council, the
Highway authority and other bodies.
Draft, Better Town Centre SPD, Colchester Borough Council (2012?)
Steve Mannix (Mercury Theatre), Andrew Tyrrell & Libby Kirkby-Taylor (CBC)
Morley Riches & Ablewhite (2013)
Colchester Borough Council report to Planning Committee, 131020, May 2013
ibid
Unspecified, informal conversations
Observations made during a site inspection (2014) supported in part by the Morton
report (2009) that noted smaller cracks at the time and gave opinion on a possible
cause.
Conservation principles, policies and guidance, English Heritage (2005)
Costs associated with a building that landlords pass on to tenants for the upkeep
of common areas and amenities. CAM charges vary widely based on the type of
property and its location, and can cover a broad range of expenses that landlords
pay, including repairs, insurance, property maintenance, and in some cases
administrative salaries.
That is, conversion to the extent described in the Plater Claiborne option appraisal
(2013)
Morley Riches & Ablewhite, Appraisal of development options - Jumbo (2013)
This figure assumed the ‘tourist elements of the scheme would not be ‘gifted’ to an
operator. If they were, the losses would be greater. (See Morely Riches & Ablewhite
report accompanying planning application 131023)
A. Crayston, Fenn Wright
ibid. Also, lease for shell and core restaurant currently being offered within
Colchester town centre adjacent to the new bus station @ £38,000pa (May
2015)- Fenn Wright http://www.rightmove.co.uk/commercial-property-to-let/
property-43431983.html. The valuation report by Christie and Co. calculated an
identical rental income for the restaurant for Option 2a.
Typically, venues available to rent range in cost from £500 for a community centre to
around £700 for Tymperley’s with catering for 15.
A. Crayston FRICS, Fenn Wright
http://brick-work.org is a useful source of information and guidance
How to fund raise from private sources, PRT (2014)
communitycompanies.co.uk/community-interest-companies
Enabling Development & the Conservation of Significant Places, English Heritage
(revised 2012)
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/communityinfrastructure-levy/spending-the-levy/
Savills (2009) and Burr & Neve (2013)
This could be both Jumbo and the Town Centre Conservation Area, were the cost of
improvements to Balkerne Gardens added to the project
£130,000 maintenance programme cycle every 5 years = £26,000 pa
Compulsory Purchase and compensation, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister
(2004)
A.Crayston, Fenn Wright
Niall Phillips, Purcell (May 2015)
AHF Start Up Grant with max. £10,000 per project.
Norfolk County Council have a centre of expertise for CPO work that is sold across
the UK
Compulsory Purchase and Compensation, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister
(2004)
Mr C. Skinner, Solicitor, Norfolk County Council 2015
From information provided by the Balkerne Tower Trust and others
Valuation Report- Balkerne Hill Water Tower, Christie and Co. (2015)
Enabling Development & the Conservation of Significant Places, English Heritage
(revised 2012)
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Appendix I
The Statutory duty to preserve

the medium term through appropriate marketing that will
enable its conservation;

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990
This is the primary legislation for works affecting designated
heritage assets (listed buildings and conservation areas).

•• and, conservation by grant funding or some form of
charitable or public ownership is demonstrably not
possible;

Listed building consent is required for any works to a listed
building which would affect its character. It is a statutory
duty of the local authority to have….. special regard to the
desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any
features of special architectural or historic interest….… It
is also a duty that a council should pay special attention to
the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of any conservation area.

…the harm caused by the development can be considered
acceptable under these special circumstances.

The National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) provides
a statement of the Government’s planning policies and is the
overarching guidance on conservation and planning matters.
The Framework sets out the considerations that should
be made by the local authority in determining planning
applications, which are:
•• the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance
of heritage assets and putting them into viable uses
consistent with their conservation
•• the positive contribution that conservation of heritage
assets can make to sustainable communities including their
economic viability; and
•• the desirability of new development making a positive
contribution to local character and distinctiveness.
Part of the guidance is of particular interest to this Study in
that the Framework says that, when determining planning
applications, consideration should be given to the……. impact
of proposed development on the significance of a designated
heritage asset, noting that great weight should be given to the
asset’s conservation - the more important the asset, the greater
the weight should be.
It should be noted that Jumbo is Grade II* Listed and as
such, is amongst only 5.5% of the most important historic
buildings in England. The weight that must be given to these
considerations is therefore considerable.
As heritage assets are irreplaceable, any harm requires clear
and convincing justification. The Framework states that
substantial harm or loss of designated heritage assets of the
highest significance (ie, Grade II* and Grade I) should be ‘…….
wholly exceptional.’

•• and, the harm or loss is outweighed by bringing the site
back into use….

Where a development proposal will lead to less than
substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage
asset the harm should be weighed against the public benefits
of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.
The National Planning Policy Framework makes it clear
that planning law requires that applications for planning
permission must be determined in accordance with the
development plan, unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. The preservation of a listed building is one such
material and statutory consideration. Thus, it is possible to
allow uses that will secure the preservation of a heritage asset
that may be in themselves, uses that are not in accordance with
the local plan (see also, Planning Policy Statement 5, below).
The Development Plan
A new Local Plan is in preparation that will take effect from
2017. Until then, the existing, adopted Core Strategy and
Development Policies apply.
The Core Strategy highlights the Council’s commitment
to enhancing the town’s unique historic character and
places an emphasis on protecting Colchester’s heritage
assets from demolition or inappropriate development.
The general aspirations for high quality design are set out
in the Development Policies and require any proposal for
development to respect and enhance the character of a site, its
context and its surroundings.
It also states that development will not be permitted that will
adversely affect any heritage asset and that development
should seek to preserve or enhance the heritage asset and any
features of specific historic, archaeological, architectural or
artistic interest.
Planning Policy Statement 5 and Practice Guide (2010)
The Practice Guide which accompanied PPS5 provides
guidance on considering the effects of development upon the
significance of heritage assets.
Importantly, the Statement and Guide provide a means to
assess significance (see above). There are three aspects of
reaching an appreciation of significance:

Were any scheme for Jumbo likely to cause substantial harm,
the local authority should refuse consent unless it can be
demonstrated it is necessary to deliver substantial public
benefits that outweigh such harm or loss. However, the
framework states that, alternatively, if:

•• Understanding the nature of the significance;

•• the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses
of the site;

•• Understanding the level of importance of that interest.

•• and, no viable use of the heritage asset can be found in

•• Understanding the extent of the fabric that holds that
interest; and

Any development proposal may harm or enhance the
significance of a heritage asset or it may be neutral. It may also
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have a combination of these effects.
The guidance is of particular relevance to Buildings at Risk, as
is the case with Jumbo. It says:

…..’Finding the optimum viable use for an
asset may require the local planning authority
to apply other development control policies
flexibly and imaginatively to achieve long-term
conservation. For example to realise the benefits
of bringing an abandoned listed building on
the Heritage at Risk register back into viable
use it may be necessary to make an exception
to a policy that restricts residential use on
employment land.’
•• The Practice Guide identifies a range of heritage benefits
which proposals can deliver which can weigh in favour of a
proposed scheme. These include:
•• It sustains or enhances the significance of a heritage asset
and the contribution of its setting;
•• It reduces or removes risks to a heritage asset;
•• It secures the optimum viable use of a heritage asset in
support of its long term
•• Conservation;
•• It makes a positive contribution to economic vitality and
sustainable communities;
•• It is an appropriate design for its context and makes a
positive contribution to the appearance, character, quality
and local distinctiveness of the historic environment;
and
•• It better reveals the significance of a heritage asset and
therefore enhances our enjoyment of it and the sense of
place.
The Practice Guide notes that it is important to ensure that
any use is viable for both the owner and also for the future
conservation of the asset:

…’It is important that any use is viable,
not just for the owner but also for the future
conservation of the asset. Viable uses will fund
future maintenance…….. If there are a range
of alternative ways in which an asset could
viably be used, the optimum use is the one that
causes the least harm to the significance of
the asset…..… The optimum viable use is not
necessarily the most profitable one.’
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Appendix II
Previous reports and significant dates63
1987 Use

of Jumbo as water supply infrastructure ceases.
Jumbo sold to Mr D Drye
1988 Jumbo sold to Prayer Tower Trust
1995 Jumbo purchased by Square Foot Properties
1996 Morton Partnership, Building condition report for Colchester BC
Planning application for conversion to 19 apartments, 95/1078 Refused
1996 F
 easibility study by Purcell Miller Tritton for Colchester BC. Recommended public ownership as
principal option.
1997 Feasibility study by Plater Inkpen and Downie for Colchester BC.
Recommended use as part of an ‘arts core’ that included the Mercury Theatre and the Colchester
Arts Centre.
1998 Jumbo purchased by Victory Gate Properties
Planning application to convert to single dwelling known as ‘Scheme A’ (tank replaced) Refused
1999 Similar applications submitted but with limited public access
F/COL/00/1460 ‘Scheme C’, Refused
F/COL/00/1458 ‘Scheme B’, Refused
F/COL/01/0891 ‘Scheme E’, Refused
F/COL/01/0895 ‘Scheme D’, Refused
 lanning Appeal for conversion into single dwelling with public access, schemes C & E
2001 P
Allowed schemes B & D Dismissed.
2001 Historic Building Impact Assessment, AOC Archaeology Group for Mr Rawden.
2003 Jumbo upgraded to Grade II* Building of Special Architectural or Historic Interest
2003 Jumbo added to the national register of Buildings at Risk.
 urr & Neve appointed as Quantity Surveyors by owner, Mr R Rawden. It is believed that a Bill of
2005 B
Quantities produced and tenders received possibly for conversion to a single dwelling.
2006 Jumbo purchased by Mr G Braithwaite
2009 Purcell Miller Tritton Option Appraisal for future use of the tower for the Balkerne Tower Trust
2009 Planning application submitted for mixed-use conversion. 091305, Refused in 2011
2009 Savills Report and Valuation for Mr G Braithwaite
2009 Burr & Neve, Financial appraisal of options for Mr G Braithwaite
2013 Plater Calibourne, Development options for Mr G Braithwaite
2013 Morley Riches & Ablewhite, Appraisal of development options for Mr G Braithwaite
2013 Burr & Neve, Financial appraisal of options for Mr G Braithwaite
2013 Planning application submitted for mixed-use conversion. 131020 Refused
2014 Jumbo purchased by Mr P Flatman
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Appendix III
Sample checklist of tasks and
responsibilities for a project
(development) organiser (see para. 13.2)
Source: Architectural Heritage Fund
In consultation with the Chairman and members of the
governing body of [name of organisation], the project
organiser will represent the organisation and ensure that
the project is taken towards the start of work on site, and in
accordance with the aims and objects of the organisation.
1.0 Develop the preferred option identified and endorsed by
the organisation at a meeting on [date]. This will involve some
or all of the following tasks:
1.1 Dealing with professionals
1.1.1 Preparing briefs for the further professional work
required, ensuring that these incorporate all the relevant
requirements of, for example, statutory and funding bodies,
and provision for disabled access.
1.1.2 Recommending professionals to be considered for
appointment, including architects, quantity surveyors,
engineers, valuers and estate agents and a planning supervisor
(where required by CDM regulations).
1.1.3 Drawing up and distributing briefs, analysing the
responses and arranging interviews with the professionals
who have responded.
1.1.4 Advising the trustees on appointments.
1.1.5 Agreeing formal terms (including fees) for each
professional appointed, and confirming
professional indemnity insurance.
1.1.6 Liaising with the professional team throughout the
development period.
1.1.7 Ensuring that the professional team aspires to
appropriate conservation standards, as
determined by [name of organisation] for [name of project].
1.1.8 Ensuring that the professional team observes the
requirements of relevant statutory bodies.
1.1.9 After consulting the lead professional, advising the
organisation on the employment of site staff (e.g. clerk of
works, resident engineer) as appropriate.
1.2 Grants and other funds
1.2.1 Confirming the project’s eligibility in principle for all
sources of appropriate funds.
1.2.2 Identifying and exploring other possible sources, as
necessary.
1.2.3 Ascertaining the timetables, terms and conditions of each
source.
1.2.4 Completing application forms in draft, highlighting
problems and engaging in
exploratory talks with funders.
1.3 Preparing applications for signature by the Chairman or
another authorised signatory. Keeping in touch with local and
statutory authorities
1.3.1 Initiating and maintaining contact with the local
authority conservation officer and other relevant officers.
1.3.2 Establishing with the lead professional any need for
archaeological investigations, and instructing the lead
professional accordingly.
1.3.3 With the lead professional, ensuring timely submission of
applications for planning permission, listed building consent
and other statutory consents.
1.4 Acquisition
1.4.1 Clarifying ownership issues.
1.4.2 Obtaining confirmation from a member of the Royal

Institution of Chartered Surveyors,
with the appropriate skills, of the current value of the property,
and of the current estimated value of the property once
repaired for re-use.
1.4.3 Negotiating with the owner or owner's agent, either
directly or by instructing a professional.
1.4.4 Negotiating with the local authority over statutory action
if required, with professional assistance if appropriate.
2.0 Oversee the tender process. This will involve some or all
of the following:
2.1 Identifying, with the professional team, a range of suitable
contractors to invite to tender.
2.2 Agreeing the form of the contract and invitations to tender
prepared by the professional
team.
2.3 Receiving reports on tenders from the lead professional
and quantity surveyor.
2.4 Presenting and commenting on the lead professional's
recommendations to the organisation
on which tender(s) to accept.
3.0 Oversee and co-ordinate all aspects of the project once the
organisation has acquired the building up to the start of work
on site, including:
3.1 Arranging adequate building and public liability insurance,
taking into account any requirements of funding bodies
and the interests of the organisation. Reviewing insurance
requirements as the project proceeds, and adjusting as
necessary.
3.2 Ensuring site security etc. with the professional team,
taking into account the insurer's requirements.
3.3 Advising the organisation on letting the contracts.
3.4 Liaising with the lead professional and, as necessary, with
other members of the project
team.
3.5 Arranging site visits for Trustees and others.
3.6 Helping Trustees to promote and publicise the project.
3.7 Advising the organisation on ways of making the project
accessible to the public - through
open days etc. and by disseminating information.
3.8 With the appropriate professionals, agreeing at an early
date, a strategy for marketing, disposal, letting or management
of the building once repaired.
4.0 Oversee project finance, including:
4.1 Preparing the budget and the cash flow forecast, and
continually monitoring and revising
them against actual income and expenditure.
4.2 Submitting regular financial reports to the organisation,
advising on actual or potential shortfalls of income and of
working capital, and liaising with the professional team to
mitigate these.
4.3 Arranging, particularly with The Architectural Heritage
Fund, adequate working capital to support the cash flow
requirement.
5.0 Keeping records
5.1 Ensuring a full and complete record of the project at each
stage, including dated
photographs, before any work begins on site.
5.2 Ensuring that the professional team (or the contractor)
is required to record the progress of the project, including
photographs.
Note
This checklist is for guidance only and it is neither definitive nor exhaustive. Not every task listed
here will be needed in every project, and some projects may require additional tasks not included
here.
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Appendix IV
corrections made to this document
since 1 february 2016
Page 58 Spreadsheet Option 2a Economic Benefits - widow
paragraph deleted.
Page 72 Table Option 4 - (see note) in brackets under Grant
Giving Charities deleted
(unfinished)
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Photograph courtesy of Brian Light

